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EDITORIAL

In the history of statistics, one of the first social topics to appear was crime. There
has always been an almost obsessive need to measure the level of criminality. In
this century, crime has generated the most sophisticated evaluation techniques.
Nevertheless, time and again, crime data is found to be less accurate than one
might expect. The comparison of crime data from different countries has also
provoked controversy. However, as European unification forges ahead, there is a
growing desire to make comparisons between countries.
In the case of the European Sourcebook, a network of specialists, whose
objective was to assess the validity of the data, was established across Europe.
Although some of the problems encountered when making comparisons at a
transnational level could not be settled, the European Sourcebook of Crime
and Criminal Justice offers comparative data on a variety of subjects from 36
Member States of the Council of Europe. Most of this issue is devoted to
discussions on this data. Martin Killias is the theme editor and was responsible
for inviting authors to participate and for the concordance of the issue. The
article by Martin Killias and Wolfgang Rau introduces the subject and gives
an overview of the other related articles in this edition.
One article has been added to the thematic part of the issue, because it is related
to crime trends in a particular way. Frank van Tulder presents recent trends and
forecasts regarding prison capacity requirements in the Netherlands. A model is
presented which relates trends in crime and law enforcement activities to the prison
capacity required and to task-sanctions for adults. These trends in crime are in
turn related to demographic and socio-economic factors and law enforcement
performance indicators (solution rates, conviction rates, etcetera). Finally it is
shown that the model can be used to estimate (simulate) the crime-reducing effects
of different policy options. Though the practical usefulness of the model is clear,
the author warns us to bear in mind that the model is far from perfect.
The Current Issues section features an article on counterfeiting. Jon Vagg and
Justine Harris focus on the situation in the UK and discuss both the problem of
counterfeiting and the current legislation.
J. C.J.B.
Themes in preparation:
Football Violence
Sexual Delinquency
Migration and Crime
Suggestions and papers are welcomed. See the inside cover for the editorial
address and additional information.
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MARTIN KILLIAS AND WOLFGANG RAU*

THE EUROPEAN SOURCEBOOK OF CRIME AND CRIMINAL
JUSTICE STATISTICS: A NEW TOOL IN ASSESSING CRIME
AND POLICY ISSUES IN COMPARATIVE AND
EMPIRICAL PERSPECTIVE

ABSTRACT. Theories which suggest a relationship between crime or criminal justice
variables on the one hand, and variables related to criminal justice policies on the other
hand, cannot be tested without reference to historic or comparative data. Since international
comparisons offer the most powerful test of such theories, policy-related research in Europe
has suffered, so far, from a lack of valid comparative data. Whether crime data from
different countries are comparable, has always been subject to controversies. In the case of
the European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice, a network of specialists was
established under the auspices of the Council of Europe in order to assess the validity of the
data. Although some problems in cross-country level comparisons could not be settled, the
European Sourcebook offers comparative data on 36 Member States of the Council of
Europe on a variety of subjects (offences and offenders known to the police; prosecution,
convictions, sentences, and corrections; survey data; and indications on manpower and
budgets of police forces, prosecutors, and corrections).
KEY WORDS: comparative research, crime statistics, European sourcebook

Many criminological theories suggest that crime varies in response to
policies. Such theories are particularly relevant because they tend to
indicate how policy makers might be able to reduce the frequency of
criminal acts, or the seriousness of their consequences for victims and
society, or both. Such theories can only be tested if data can be used
from contexts where crime and policies differ. Within Europe, policies
and programmes have always varied to a large extent. Thus, there is
a wide variety of relevant experience and differing approaches throughout
the continent. Looking at experiences with foreign penal systems in
designing new policies has been standard practice long before criminology
had existed as an independent subject. It has been claimed that Solon (640
- -558 BC) travelled through the main Greek cities, Cyprus and Egypt to
study the way in which justice was being done before preparing his
Athenian laws (nomoi) in 594 BC. In 1831, shortly after Louis-Philippe
d'Orléans became King of France, Tocqueville was sent to the United
States to study their prison system. At that time, Quételet published his
*The authors acted as Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the Experts' Group on
Trends in Crime and Criminal Justice of the Council of Europe.
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 3-12, 2000.
© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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first works comparing some European penal systems, and de Candolle criticised
international comparisons based on statistics, making a number ofobservations
which are stil) valid today. Later in the nineteenth century, the Italian positivists
(Lombroso and Ferri, among others) continued looking at crime in an
international perspective.
So far, and despite the long tradition of international comparisons
on crime and criminal justice issues, comparative research which has
tried to respond to the challenge of different experiences within Europe,
has been seriously handicapped by the lack of data. If international
data were considered at all, the United States was the most often used
point of reference in European research. This focus on America is more
than unfortunate. It means that European policies tend to be assessed
by reference to a country which, in the field of crime and criminal justice
policies, is not necessarily a convincing model. Thus, most European
countries would probably compare favourably against the United States
when it comes to measuring their crime and criminal justice policies
against widely accepted international standard. If European researchers
tend to neglect their European neighbours in their research, the main
reason may be the difficulties in locating and using such data
appropriately, given the particular counting rules and caveats each user
of statistica) sources in this field has to bear in mind. Europe's linguistic
fragmentation has, of course, increased the risks of frustration whenever
a scholar tries his best to use such data. Of course, Interpol and the
United Nations have been collectiog and publishing data based on
national penal statistics, and the Council of Europe publishes annual
data on prison populations (SPACE project). These initiatives, however,
relied upon official bodies within each individual country, and had to
use official data without further validity checks, at least until recently.
This situation led the European Committee on Crime Problems
(CDPC) of the Council of Europe to create, in 1993, a group of
specialists on `Trends in crime and criminal justice: statistics and other
quantitative data'. The main task of this group was to study the feasibility
of an European collection of more valid crime data.' In 1995, a pilot
study was published (Draft European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal
Justice Statistics) which covered 12 European countries. Since this

'The members of the group were: Martin Killias (Switzerland), Chairman of the group,
Gordon Barclay (UK), Hanns von Hofer (Sweden), Imre Kertesz (Hungary), Max Kommer
(the Netherlands), J&rg-Martin Jehle (Germany), Chris Lewis (UK), Pierre Tournier (France).
HEUNI was represented by an observer (Kristiina Kangaspunta). Secretary to the group:
Wolfgang Rau, Council of Europe.
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model demonstrated the feasibility of an European data collection, the
experts' group was enlargedz and the project extended to the whole of
Europe in 1996. The final document should represent an enlarged
version of the existing Model Sourcebook covering, if possible, all
Member States of the Council of Europe, as well as data on trends from
1990 to 1996. Given the many practical difficulties, it was decided from
the beginning to concentrate on so-called traditional offences,3 leaving
the eventual inclusion of `modern' crimes, such as money-laundering,
corruption, and organised crime to a later edition. With respect to these
new offences, definitional differences and difficulties would be even
more formidable than with traditional `street crimes'.
The questionnaire was used for collecting data for each offence on
which data was to be provided by national respondents, a general
criminological definition, followed by a list of possible deviations from
the common standard where the respondent was asked to indicate
whether they apply for his/her country. This questionnaire covered the
main indicators of crime, namely offences and offenders known to
the police, cases prosecuted, persons convicted/sentenced and under
the control of the correctional system, as well as data from the
international crime surveys of 1989, 1992, and 1996. For the items
on which trend data were considered as particularly desirable, such
as offences and offenders known to the police and persons convicted,
information was required from 1990 to 1996. On other variables which
were likely to fluctuate less over time, such as proportions of minors,
women and aliens among suspected or convicted offenders, or
generally data on resources, only data for 1995 was collected. The
experts also felt that the profound reshaping of criminal justice systems
in Central and Eastern Europe would seriously complicate the
collection of trend data, particularly for the early 1990s.

2The new members of the Enlarged Group of Specialists were: Marcelo Aebi (Switzerland), Andri Ahven (Estonia), Uberto Gatti (Italy), Zdenek Karabec (Czech Republic),
Vlado Kambovski (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), Alberto Laguia Arrazola
(Spain) and Calliope Spinellis (Greece), Paul Smit (The Netherlands) and Bruno Aubusson
de Cavarlay (France) joined the group in December 1997 and April 1998 respectively.
'The following offences were included: homicide (of which completed homicide); assault; rape; robbery (of which armed robbery); theft (of which theft of a motor vehicle,
bicycle theft, burglary, and domestic burglary); drug offences (of which drug trafficking,
and serious drug trafficking).
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CONTENTS OF THE EUROPEAN SOURCEBOOK

The European Sourcebook presents numerical and narrative information
for 36 European countries4 on the following subjects.
- Police statistics on crime, suspects and resources. Most of the
data is available as time series data for 1990-1996. The selected
offences focus almost exclusively (except for drug offences) on
so-called traditional crimes for the simple reason that for many
countries only limited information was available on, for example, white collar crime or organised crime when the Sourcebook
survey was carried out.
- Prosecution statietics including resources. The data concerns the
outcome of procedures at public prosecutor's level (prosecutors/
investigative judges) during the years 1990-1996. It also relates to
the staff of the prosecuting authorities in 1995. Unlike most other
tables in the Sourcebook, the prosecution tables are not limited to
specific types of offences, hut cover all offences dealt with by the
prosecuting authorities.
- Court statistics including sentencing. The relevant tables concern
persons who have been convicted, that is, found guilty, by law, of
having committed one of the selected offences. Information is presented by offence (1990-1996); the sex, age group, and nationality of the offender (1995); the type of sanctions imposed as well as
the duration of unsuspended custodial sentences (1995).
- Correctional statistics including prisons, prison population, community sentences and resources. The data presented sterns both from
the Annual Penal Statistics of the Council of Europe (SPACE)5 and

4For practical reasons England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland were treated as
individual countries.
'The Council of Europe has been periodically collecting data on prison populations
since the Sixth Conference of Directors of Prison Administration, which was held in
Strasbourg in 1983. The statietics gathered have been published at regular intervals in the
Prison Information Bulletin ofthe Council ofEurope (as from December 1992: Penological
Information Bulletin). In 1989 the collection system was given the name Council of
Europe Annual Penal Statistics (SPACE). Since that date it has consisted of two parts
which relate to prison populations (stock statistics, committal flows, length of imprisonment), incidents (deaths, in particular suicides, and escapes) and, since 1996, prison staff
and community sanctions and measures. These statistics are being established by Pierre
Tournier from CESDIP/CNRS, Ministry of Justice (France) on behalf of the Council of
Europe.
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from the Sourcebook questionnaire. In this context, a summary of
information available on reconviction studies is also presented.
- Data from the international crime surveys (victimisation data).
The Sourcebook gives, for the countries included, the average
rates (for the national level and urban and rural areas) for the
three sweeps (1989, 1992, 1996, as far as available) of the International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS). It also contains detailed
technical information on methods, definitions and procedures of
the ICVS.
The Sourcebook allo presents in a systematic way and, for the first
time ever, technical information on relevant legal and statistical
definitions, counting rules and statistical sources. In the general
comments, which introduce each chapter, an attempt is made to identify
interesting trends and give guidance to the reader/user regarding the
adequate interpretation of the numerical data.

THE PROCEDURE IN COLLECTING AND VALIDATING DATA

The task of completing the questionnaire was expected to be rather
difficult. In order to avoid the pitfalls of former data collection
initiatives which operated through official channels, a specialist for
each country was selected as a national correspondent, with the
agreement of the country's official delegation. The national
correspondents were invited to complete the questionnaire by
collapsing national statistical concepts to the common standard,
eventually by searching the information collected in other sources,
and to add comments which might help in assessing the validity of
the data. In order to assist national correspondents in their task, a
network of regional co-ordinators was established throughout
Europe, that is, every member of the experts' group acted not only
as national correspondent for his/her own country, but also as a
regional co-ordinator for three to four more countries and their
respective correspondents. In this way, each national correspondent
was in contact with at least one member of the experts' group, and
received the support necessary in assessing practical questions.
The data provided by the questionnaires were recorded by students
of the School of Forensic Science and Criminology at the University
of Lausanne. With regard to data validation, the group produced a
series of check tables in order to:
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- find out whether individual cells added up to the totals given in the
tables;
- compare figures and ensure that they were consistent throughout
the replies to the Sourcebook questionnaire;
- calculate rates per 100,000 population for the key items and to
check for `outliers' - extreme values which are difficult, if not impossible, to explain;
- look at the attrition process of recorded offences, suspects, convictions and imprisonment; to re-check `outliers' assuming that, starting with recorded crime (on an offence basis), the number of
suspects (person's basis) will be lower and the number of convictions leading to an unsuspended custodial sentence will be lower
still;
- compare the proportion ofjuveniles, women and aliens in the tables
for the number of suspects and convictions. Did these proportions
make sense (80% juvenile suspects would seem out of proportion)
and were they consistent with other relevant figures?
This verification procedure resulted in the need to go back to many
national correspondents for clarification and additional crosschecking.
Several extreme scores turned out to be due to simple errors of
copying or computation of rates and could, thus, easily be amended.
In some other cases, extreme scores could be explained by the
specificity of the data collection process; in these cases, a footnote
was added in order to give the reader the appropriate information.
However, not all inconsistencies could be solved or explained in
this way. In the more serious cases, the group decided to exclude
questionable data so that only reasonably reliable information has
been included in the published Sourcebook. Interested readers can,
however, obtain copies of the full information collected at the
Secretariat of the Council of Europe.6
There can be no doubt that the network of national correspondents
and regional co-ordinators represented an infrastructure which was
capable of tackling the often painstaking task of collating data from
various sources (police, prosecution, courts, prison administrations
etcetera). In addition, it generated valuable information on the very basis

6Available from: Dr Wolfgang Rau, Directorate of Legal Affairs, Council of Europe, F67075 Strasbourg, Cedex, France.
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of this data, such as definitions of relevant legal and statistical concepts
(e.g. "What does `completed homicide' mean in the various national statistical
systems?") and the statistical rules used (e.g. "How are offences counted
which have been committed by more than one person?"). Last, hut not
least, both national correspondente and regional co-ordinators played
an essential role in identifying and illuminating a number of errors and
inconsistencies in the data, as referred to above, and thus producing
useful crime and criminal justice statistics at European level.

THE AMERICAN AND THE EUROPEAN SOURCEBOOK COMPARED

Overall, the European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice
Statistics follows in many respects the American Sourcebook of
Criminal Justice Statistics which, from the beginning, served as an
important model. Comparing it with its American counterpart, it
becomes obvious that it has less to offer on police recorded crime and
on surveys of all kinds, reflecting the far longer tradition of standardised
data collection by the FBI, and the larger use of such data collections
throughout the United States. On the other hand, the American
Sourcebook is less complete on convictions and centences, since
national data collection is lens developed in the USA on these issues
than in Europe. Beyond these practical aspects, the American
Sourcebook has also been a valuable source of optimism to the experts'
group whenever the difficulties of the task seemed insurmountable.
Indeed, legal definitions of offences and procedures vary between the
50 American States as much as they do in Europe. If the United States
have succeeded in standardising data collection procedures in a way
to provide the American Sourcebook with a wide compilation of data,
it did not seem reasonable to assume that a similar project in Europe
would necessarily be doomed to fail. If the current (first) edition of
the European Sourcebook does not manage to resolve all the problems,
it can at least help to identify those which remain to be addressed in
future editions, as well as at national levels, by adapting counting rules
to more widely used standard procedures.

REMAINING PROBLEMS

Despite all efforts at data validation, many problems remain to be solved,
some of which may not even have been identified by the experts' group.
Several illustrations of the difficulties which arise are given in this issue.
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Hanns von Hofer addresses the problems involved in comparisons
between countries on the sole basis of police recorded offences.
Benefiting from the much more complete data available in Sweden,
he shows that as far as rape is concerned legislative changes, as well
as changes in the handling and counting of rape offences, greatly
affect national levels of any given offence in crime statistics, leading,
in this particular case, to Sweden being placed far above all other
countries represented in the Sourcebook, and about three times above
the European average. This means that, for international comparisons
of levels of crime, victimisation surveys offer a far more accurate
picture. Police data may, however, remain reasonably valid as
indicators of trends, at least as long as possible changes in definitions
and counting rules are taken into account, or as long as the European
average trend is being considered, as in the article by Killias and Aebi
(in this issue).
Interestingly, conviction and sentencing data are about as difficult to
interpret in international comparisons as police data. Gordon Barclay offers a
detailed overview of the kind ofproblems that arise when trying to make such
data comparable. The concept of `conviction' is indeed less clear than one might
expect, given the new forms of disposals of cases by prosecutors, such as the
payment of `fines' without recognition of geilt. Sentences may, even if the same
word is used, eventually have very different meanings under different criminal
justice systems. These difficulties explain why the computation of rates of
`certainty of conviction' or `punishment' is far less straightforward than
expected. Interestingly, differences in counting rules are, all in all, rather more
important than differences in legal definitions whenever the comparison of
conviction data or data on police recorded offences proves difficult or impossible.
Prosecution data are probably the most unsatisfactory part of the current
Sourcebook, as illustrated by the many open questions raised by Jórg-Martin
Jehle in his contribution. The experts' group was fully aware of this, but
felt that it might be helpful to let experts in the countries involved realise to
what extent improvement in data collections at this - decisive - stage of the
criminal process, would be desirable.

THE FUTURE OF THE EUROPEAN SOURCEBOOK PROJECT

The European Committee on Crime Problems (CDPC) agreed, in
principle, and subject to the provision of appropriate funding in the
year 2000, to the group's proposal to review and update the present
data collection for the years since 1996. This task presupposes a
reconsideration of the existing Sourcebook questionnaire with a view
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to improving the quality and completeness of data for certain items
(e.g. in the area of prosecution statistics; sentencing). This reconsideration
should also allow for the solution of certain terminological problems,
which became apparent in the course of the data collection process
for the first edition of the Sourcebook. If appropriate, additional items
could be included in the questionnaire, such as the length of criminal
proceedings, the use of pre-trial detention or offences not yet covered
by the first edition of the Sourcebook.
The group also proposed drawing up recommendations for the settingup and development of effective systems of national crime and criminal
justice statistics, taking into account other relevant international initiatives
in this area. This task would involve a thorough analysis of the technical
information gathered and the problems encountered during the group's
work on the European Sourcebook; identification of core items and
indicators which national statistical systems should cover in order to
facilitate international comparisons and provide useful information on the
operation of the criminal justice system (e.g. more precise information
on the handling of cases by the prosecuting authorities: `cases pending'
during a given year; main grounds for discontinuing prosecution). The
task of preparing recommendations in this area is deliberately less
ambitious than the attempt to `harmonise' crime and criminal justice
statistics throughout Europe. However, given the heterogeneity of criminal
justice institutions and legal traditions of Council of Europe Member
States, it represents a constructive and attainable objective.

POTENTIALS FOR FUTURE ANALYSES

Even if problems remain for the time being, it would seem excessively
pessimistic to conclude that comparative work is leading to nowhere
(as Gordon Barclay ironically asks), or to nothing other than a long
list of unresolved problems. Two articles in this issue try to show in what
way the Sourcebook data might contribute to crime and criminal justice
research.
Marcelo F Aebi and André Kuhn have taken a new look at international
detention rates. Such analyses have been made over many years; so
far, however, they have not been able to resolve the problem of whether
it is the level of (serious) crime, the frequency of use of immediate
custodial centences (rather than community sanctions), or the length
of imprisonment which determines the size of national prison
populations. The Sourcebook offers, given the Jack of complete data
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on convictions and sentencing in America, a new opportunity to
introduce these three variables into a comparative analysis of detention
rates. As often occurs when theories are tested against empirical data,
the reality is more complex than expected, hut it seems that, overall,
the use of imprisonment (and the length of sentences) have a much
greater impact on detention rates than offences or offenders known
to the police. In other words, it is more important what we do with
people than with how many we have to deal with.
Martin Killias and Marcello E Aebi look at European (average)
crime trends over the period 1990-1996, a period of substantially
decreasing crime trends in America. They find a lot of discrepancies
not only between the empirical experiences on the two Bides of the
Atlantic Ocean, but allo with respect to theoretical explanations of
recent crime trends in America. These two contributions illustrate how
much European (and even American) research has to gain through
better knowledge of data on trends and developments in other
countries, and how much a document such as the Sourcebook has to
offer in this regard.
MARTIN KILLIAS

WOLFGANG RAU

Head of Penology
School of Forensic Science
and Criminology Section
and Criminology
Division of Crime Problems
University of Lausanne
Directorate
General 1: Legal Affairs
CH-1015 Lausanne
Council of Europe
Switzerland
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E-mail: martin.killias@ipsc.unil.ch
France Cedex

GORDON C. BARCLAY

THE COMPARABILITY OF DATA ON CONVICTIONS AND
SANCTIONS: ARE INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
POSSIBLE?

ABSTRACT. This article looks at the availability of data on convictions and on sanctions
and measures in European countries, on the basis of the European Sourcebook data. It
emphasises the limitations in the use that can currently be made of this data, although it has
a wide potential in helping to understand criminal justice policy. The differences are, for
instance, to be found in offence defmitions, statistical rules, and political changes. Moreover
the data collection for the Sourcebook on the four categories of sanctions/measures (fines,
non-custodial sentences, suspended custodial sentences and unsuspended custodial sentences)
was sometimes difficult. Attention is paid to the information collected, the comparability
and, as an illustration, to three specific offences (completed homicide, rape and all thefts).
The conclusion is that wide differences exist in the level of convictions found and the use
of sanctions by the courts. Such differences will reflect both different levels of criminality,
diversion away from the courts but also different recording practices. However, even with
these caveats what is available does provide a useful starting point in identifying countries
on which further research may be carried out.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, crime statistics, homicide, rape, sentencing, theft

Although we are familiar with international comparisons based on
recorded crime, victimisation levels and the size of the prison
population, comparisons of conviction rates and sentencing rarely
appear in criminological papers. A report on recent UN criminal justice
surveys (Newman 1999) provides a useful comparison of the different
types of legal systems operating throughout the world. However, it
sensibly cautions the reader to be aware that "arrest, prosecution and
conviction statistics may not necessarily measure the same things even
though countries use the same titles on graphs" (Newman 1999, p.
71). The detailed European analysis of the most recent UN survey also
points out that "even if you could provide a uniform definition of a
sentence at the international level, one would still face the constraints
of the existing statistical systems" (Kangaspunta et al. 1998, p. 115).
The new collection system by the Council of Europe is therefore
important in its attempt to link data with legal defmitions and differences
in data collection procedures. Like all first attempts it did not ask all
the right questions or ask the questions in the right way. This was true
for the section on sanctions as it was for the other parts of the
questionnaire. More importantly the problems of language caused
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 13-26, 2000.
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misunderstanding in the way that many countries completed the
questionnaire. Although words may have been correctly translated
between the two versions of the questionnaire (French and English),
often countries understood questions differently, as suggested by
Newman (1999), or retranslated terms into their own language with
predictable problems. This article attempts to see how far the
Sourcebook can currently help us with information about three things:
- Which countries collect conviction and sanctions/measures data?
- How comparable is it?
- What can the data tell us about the operation of criminal justice
systems in European countries?

WHAT INFORMATION Do COUNTRIES COLLECT?

Definitions Adopted
In the preparation of the questionnaire an attempt was made to provide
a definition for what is meant by the term `convictions' of offenders
and subsequent `disposals' compatible between most criminal justice
systems. The need for such advice was created by the fact that
offenders in certain jurisdictions are not always convicted at a court,
and that sanctions/measures may be imposed by another authority
(police or prosecutor). The suggested definition used in the questionnaire
was that `persons convicted' should include sanctions/measures
imposed by a prosecutor based upon an admission of guilt by the
defendant (e.g. Strafbefehl in Germany). However, this definition did
not include cases where a prosecutor imposed sanctions/measures not
based on the admission of guilt by the defendant, persons cautioned
by police and where other State authorities imposed a sanction/
measure. The high number of offenders (mainly juveniles) who
admitted their guilt but were subsequently cautioned by the police in
England and Wales were therefore excluded from the figures. In
addition some countries (e.g. Austria) found that they were not able
to supply data on convictions from the prosecutor. Such difficulties
raise the question of what is the correct statistic to use in such
comparisons. Should conviction rates be centred on a legal decision
or should the basis be to compare known offenders (using the English
concept) based upon either an admission of guilt or a legal decision
in a court. Such points are particularly important in any comparisons
for juveniles where frequently offenders are dealt with outside the
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formal criminal justice system. It is therefore important in the current
analysis to be aware of the defects in the current definition.

Data Requested
Countries were requested to provide information for all the standard
`selected' offences used in this survey for convictions over the period
1990-1996 and for 1995 to state how many convictions were for
juveniles, females or aliens with the appropriate definition of what this
term means. For those convicted in 1995 the main sanctions/measures
were provided for the `selected' offences, as well as the sentence length
for those sentenced to unsuspended imprisonment.

Data Received
Out of the 36 European countries covered by the current survey, only 27
submitted data on sanctions/measures and 32 on convicted persons. Some
countries (e.g. The Netherlands) had recently changed their method of
data collection, and this caused. difficulties in the completion of statistical
series; others (e.g. beland) had still to set up such a collection system.
An additional problem was obviously created by the major
differences in collection procedures for those countries surveyed. In
particular whether the statistical collection measured the sanction/
measure imposed by the court or the one resulting from an appeal or
even the one that the offender actually served. Countries where short
prison sentences can automatically be commuted to a fine without any
further court action added a complication.
Many countries had difficulties in providing detailed information
on total sanctions/measures. This resulted from the fact that data was
often being collected from three different statistical recording sources
(that is, prosecution, courts and authorities overseeing non-custodial
sanctions). Thus while in some countries (e.g. Bulgaria, Italy,
Luxembourg, Malta and Spain) data was available for particular
sanctions (such as fines or non-custodial or unsuspended sanctions/
measures) there was no possibility of calculating the total number of
sanctions/measures which had been imposed. In Bulgaria, for example,
figures were only provided for unsuspended and suspended
imprisonment. For Italy information was only provided for unsuspended
custody. In Germany, the totals did not correspond to the sum of the
individual sanctions probably due to the imposition of multiple
sanctions, although this discrepancy was never fully explained.
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For the tables presented in the Sourcebook data provided by a few
Eastern and Central European countries were subsequently excluded
from the final tables. The main reason for this was that the number of
offenders given a sanction/measure was clearly out of line with the
data collected on suspects or offences recorded without any obvious
explanation for the difference.

How COMPARABLE ARE COUNTRIES?

Offence Definitions
Differences in the definitions of offences between countries for police
data have already been described. However, it is also important to
remember in any comparisons with police statistics, that the offence
definitions used for convictions and for sanctions/measures are not
always identical. Offence definitions adopted by the various police
systems present some uniformity. However, legal definitions used for
recording sanctions/measures will be based upon the judicial system
of each country and will be entirely dependent on the offence
definition provided in National Penal Codes and Statutes. These
definitions can vary substantially from that used in police statisties.
This difference affected several offences/countries. For example,
`robbery' where street robberies (that is, muggings) were included
within the theft category in the Portuguese, Swiss and Danish statistics.
Greece, making a distinction common to many continental legal
systems, reported that `theft of a motor vehicle' only included those
thefts where there was an intention to use the vehicle (whereas if the
intention was to keep the vehicle, the offence was recorded as `theft').
Some offences identified in police statistics are not referred to in
criminal/penal codes. For example, in France and many other countries
burglary is considered (and recorded) as theft that is not a separate
offence in court statistics although it appears in their police statistics.
For this reason, many countries could not supply an analysis for all
offences. In line with the general rule adopted in the Sourcebook,
offences were not included in any analysis where information was
available for less than 10 countries. Only four countries could provide
data on `bicycle theft', five on `domestic burglary' and eight on `serious
drug trafficking' convictions. Even fewer countries were in a position
to provide sanctións/measures data on all offences. However, data for
such offences was still included in sub-totals. For example, domestic
burglary in `theft' and serious drug trafficking in `drug trafficking'.
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Minimum Age of Conviction
The number of convictions and sanctions/measures imposed will be
related to the minimum age at whích a conviction could be imposed.
For the 32 countries supplying information on the minimum age, 13
had a minimum age of 14 years, eight countries between 15 and 17
years while for six countries the age was below 10 years. However,
although this age will be important, many countries (e.g. Scotland)
have systems for dealing with minors that exist in parallel to their court
system but where offenders dealt with outside the court system will
be excluded from conviction statistics.

Statistical Rules
All countries (except Turkey and Latvia) applied some form of written
rules to regulate the method used to collect data on both convictions and
sanctions/measures. This included some form of `principal offence rule'
so that an offender convicted of more than one offence at the same time
will only be counted once in the statistica. While most countries count
the most serious offence, from their comments and descriptions it was
not clear whether countries determined the seriousness of the offence
based upon the nature of the offence or the punishment imposed. If more
than one perpetrator participated in the commission of an offence, then
each perpetrator was counted separately in all countries.
Countries separated into two groups according to the point in the
criminal justice process at which statistics on court decisions were recorded.
Eleven countries replied that the information related to the situation before
the convicted person made an appeal on either the verdict or the sentence.
For the remaining 21 countries information was collected only after an
appeal was completed. Variations in the point at which data was collected
could have a significant effect on the statistics collected.
When an offender is convicted for more than one offence in a year,
the majority of countries indicated that each conviction would be counted
separately. However, Albania, Moldova, Poland and Slovenia indicated
that such offenders would be counted only once in their country's statistics.
Assuming that the question has been correctly answered, this suggests
that there will be a lower conviction rate in such countries.

Political Changes
Political changes that took place in the early 1990s in Eastern Europe
have led to revisions or enactment of new Criminal/Penal Codes or
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Codes of Procedure. Hence, no meaningful trends can be identified
for such countries over the period 1990-1996. Moreover, Germany
reported that data for 1990-1994 covered the former West Germany
and West Berlin, while 1995 figures covered the former West Germany
and the whole of Berlin. For certain other countries (e.g. Belgium in
1993 and Sweden in 1995) changes were reported in the methods of
producing criminal statistics.

Definitions of Sanctions/Measures
It was possible to classify sanctions/measures for all countries into four
categories: fines, non-custodial sentences, suspended custodial
sentences and unsuspended custodial sentences. However, for noncustodial disposals the components contributing to this category differ
substantially from country to country. Few countries had the same noncustodial options e.g. community service was available in only 17
countries. Only eight countries replied that all options (community
service orders, probation orders, non-custodial measures according
to juvenile law and suspending proceedings under certain conditions
after conviction) were possible (Albania, England and Wales,
Lithuania, Moldova, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Slovenia and Spain).
In Switzerland short custodial sentences are often executed as
community sanctions.
Suspended custodial sentences normally included some form of
supervised release for both adults and juveniles but excluded partially
suspended custodial sentences, which were included under the
disposal, unsuspended custodial sentences. Northern Ireland and
Romania included no form of supervised release and Greece imposed
supervised release for juveniles only. Latvia and Turkey indicated that
they had no form of either suspended or partially suspended custodial
sentence. Unsuspended custodial sentence takes on different meanings
from country to country. Five countries (Belgium, Finland, Norway,
Scotland and Switzerland) excluded juvenile custody and 11 excluded
treatment in a custodial psychiatric or detoxification treatment. Only
a small number of countries were in a position to report the average
length of unsuspended sentence. For many countries sentence lengths
could not be divided up into the time periods required by the
questionnaire. For this reason sentence length categories in the tables
were much broader than for the questionnaire.
In general the data collection showed the limitations of making
comparisons between countries. The main problems were not related
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to legal definitions but rather to the conventions adopted in collecting
the statistical data. To some extent these are more difficult than those
covering data collection at the police level since they cover the work
of several criminal justice agencies and each country seems to adopt
different conventions. They also reflect the lower priority given in
many countries to sanctions/measures statistics than police statistics.
Improvements in comparability will only come when there is a greater
understanding of the processen involved.

WHAT CAN THE DATA TELL US?

After reading the first section any reader might be tempted to answer
`Nothing' and this is perhaps the reason why little comparative data
has been published. A better starting point is to remember that at the
macro-level all criminal justice systems are very similar with common
inputs (the offence) and outputs (conviction or acquittal). Each country
will have an attrition process from crime through to a charge, conviction
and possibly imprisonment. The problerns may arise with differences
in counting and in the point along the attrition process that any
measurement is made. In the same way that it is important to note
whether a police statistic is an input or output measure, then the point
in time at which you measure convictions or sanctions/measures will
be reflected in the value obtained. In looking at any analysis you must
first set out the data for each country and then ask the question: can
variations be explained by the differences in collection procedures?
Once you have identified such differences as significant then it prompts
either confirmation through other sources or further research. The
commentary below looks at three offences (completed homicide, rape
and all thefts) drawing on the definitional differences as well as
comparison with the trends in the number of recorded offences. These
offences were chosen due to the higher number of countries responding
and since there was less variation in offence definition between countries.
Countries that could not provide complete data over the period 19901996 or where the data seemed too inconsistent, were excluded.

Homicides (ExcludingAttempts)
Convictions
For the period 1990-1996 information was available for convictions for
homicides completed (excluding attempts) in 12 countries (see Table I).
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Looking at the offence definitions available from police statistics it
is apparent that although there were differences such as the inclusion/
exclusion of infanticide and assistance with suicide such differences
will only have a relatively small effect on the overall totals.
Comparisons between the rate for recorderf crime and convictions gives
a ratio of about 0.6-0.7 on average, although clearly indicating that
the figure from Ireland seems wrong (particularly as the suspected
offender rate was 1.0). While the low ratio for Austria, Bulgaria and
Italy clearly suggests a different mechanism in place than elsewhere.
Possible reasons include:
- variations in the types of homicide;
- the offence was followed by the suicide of the offerader;
- the number of convictions per offence may vary (e.g. multiple offenders);
- cases being only recorded in court statietics not in police statistics
(the opposite also applies in some countries);
- variations in clear-up rates;
- delays in cases coming to court.
Wide variations are also seen between the changes over time observed
for convictions and recorded crime over this period. However, the small
number of recorded homicides in most countries will lead to wide
variations so that conclusions are difficult.
TABLEI
Recorded crimes and convictions for completed homicides.
Recorded
crime ratel
1996

Austria

Bulgaria
Denmark

England & Wales
Estonia
Hungary
Ireland

Italy
Northem Ireland
Portugal
Russia
Scotland

Conviction ratel Ratio of
conviction rate
1996
to recorded
crime rate

Percentage
increase in

Percentage

increase in
conviction race
recorded crime
rate 1990-1996 1990-1996

1.4
5.2
1.3
1.3
14.7
3.6
1.2
1.8

0.4
2.2
1.2
1.0
9.0
2.4
0.1
0.7

0.3
0.4
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.1
0.4

-1
95
60
0
96
24

-32
40
53
30
195
47

141
-45

-19
4

2.4

1.3

0.5

-53

3.9
15.3
2.6

1.9
11.7
2.2

0.5
0.8
0.8

8
-6

78

85

52

75

'Crime rate and conviction rate is expressed as the number per 100,000 population.
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In absolute terms the highest rate per head of population for both
convictions and recorded crimes in 1996 were recorded in the Russian
Federation and Estonia. The lowest rates were in Austria and Ireland.
Tables in the Sourcebook tell us that for most countries fewer than 6%
of convictions for completed homicides in 1995 were for juveniles
(aged under 18) although this was higher in Hungary (8%), Ireland
(10%) and Scotland (11%). Such differences could not be explained
simply by differences in the minimum age of conviction. Although in
most countries few convictions in 1995 were for women, the exceptions
were Austria (11 % of all convictions were for women), Denmark (17%)
and Hungary (20%).

Sanctions/Measures Imposed
Information on the sanctions/measures imposed for completed homicides
was only available for 13 countries. Imprisonment was imposed for over
90% of convictions in all countries in 1995 except England/Wales where
13% of those convicted received a non-custodial sentence. The figure for
England/Wales reflects convictions for manslaughter due to diminished
responsibility where a restriction order would be imposed under the Mental
Health Act. In Portugal 8% of convictions were suspended. Such
suspended custodial sentences may be incidents of domestic violence
where the offerader had acted in self-defence. For those countries who
provided data only the Russian Federation imposed the death penalty (140
offenders or 0.8% of all sanctions imposed). The length of imprisonment
imposed varied. For some countries life sentences are mandatory (UK)
for murder although not for manslaughter or infanticide. For countries
with no or few life sentences the average length imposed for determinate
sentences was just over 12 years in Portugal, 10 years in Bulgaria, 8.5
years in Switzerland and eight years in Estonia.
Rape
Convictions
For the period 1990-1996 information was available for convictions
for rapes in 18 countries (see Table II).
Bulgaria and Italy indicated that sexual intercourse with a minor
without force was included in their rape statistics, while Italy indicated
that other forms of sexual assault were included in both rape police
statistics and conviction statistics. There were also some differences
between countries in respect to whether violent intra-marital
intercourse was included. Bulgaria, Croatia, Germany, Latvia, The
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Netherlands and Northern Ireland all excluded intra-marital intercourse
from the definition of rape.
Comparisons between countries of the ratio between recorded crime
rates and conviction rates shows a wide variation. For the United
Kingdom, Sweden and Ireland the ratio was below 0.1 while for the
Eastern European countries it was 0.5 or above. Italy appears out of
fine with other countries since the apparent higher conviction over
recorded crime rate resulted from a recent sharp rise in the conviction
rate. It could be that this was due to delays in the court system. In
general for Eastern and Central European countries the ratio was
normally 0.2 or less. Further research would need to be carried out to
see if this was due to rape charges being more difficult to prove or
defendants being less willing to pursue such charges. In the United
Kingdom where offences are recorded early in the police process a
number of rape charges are known to have been withdrawn before
prosecution.

TABLE II
Comparison between recorded crimes and convictions for rape.
Recorded

Conviction ratel

Ratio of

Percentage

crime ratel
1996

1996

conviction rate
to recorded

increase in

crime race

Austria
Bulgaria
Croatia
Denmark
England & Wales
Estonia

6.4
7.5
2.0
7.4
11.1
6.5

1.5
2.0
0.4
2.8
1.1
3.1

FYRO Macedonia

2.6

2.4

Germany

7.6

1.5

Hungary
Ireland

4.1

1.9

5.0

0.2

Italy

2.0

2.2

5.3

2.1

9.2
18.1
6.0
8.7
5.3
18.2

1.9
0.9
4.3
0.8
2.5
1.1

Latvia

Netherlands
Northern Ireland
Romania
Scotland
Slovenia
Sweden

0.20
0.27
0.20
0.38
0.1
0.48
0.92
0.20
0.46
0.04
1.10
0.40
0.21
0.05
0.73
0.09
0.48
0.06

Percentage

increasein
conviction rate
recorded crime
rate 1990-1996 1990-1996
-15
61
-41
-22
66
92
-1
-6
-9
97
67
5
3
129

4
-31
-82
-20
4
43
-12
2
-23
-65
174
-45
39
-59

45
34
-25

25
-11
-37

10

-44

«Crime rate and conviction rate is expressed as the number per 100,000 population.
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TABLE III
Comparison between recorded crimes and convictions for all thefts.
Recorded
crime ratel

Conviction ratel

Ratio of

Percentage

Percentage

1996

conviction rate
to recorded
crime

increase in

increase in

recorded crime
rate 1990-1996

conviction rate
1990-1996

-10
205
-40
72
-1
3
52
-3
41
5
19
-7
-13
17
-6
10
438
-26
-34
-9

-17
141

1996

Austria
Bulgaria
Croatia

Czech Republic
Denmark
England & Wales
Estonia
France
FYRO Macedonia
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Netherlands
Northern Ireland
Portugal
Romania
Scotland
Slovenia
Sweden

158
103

0.06
0.06

544

54

0.10

2661
8267
6835
1770
3797
260
4485
2662
1610
2451
950
5197
2000
1417
451
5235
501
7799

170
602
245
351
166
69
235
338
215
63
202
176
172
61
218
422
62
315

0.06
0.07
0.04
0.20
0.04
0.27
0.05
0.13
0.13
0.03
0.21
0.03
0.09
0.04
0.48
0.08
0.12
0.04

2620
1755

-47

389
-2
-20
447
-20
16
-20
77
-28
71
108
18
-20
86
187
-22
-71
-20

'Crime rate and conviction rate is expreseed as the number per 100,000 population.

In absolute terms the highest rates of recorded rape offences were
in Sweden,' Northern Ireland and England and Wales although only a
small number resulted in a conviction. The highest conviction rate was
in Estonia and Romania. Croatia and Italy had the lowest recorded
crime rates and Ireland and Croatia the lowest conviction rates.
However, all rates will be affected by the extent to which victims report
these offences. As expected countries showed a low proportion of
women convicted for this offence in 1995 (the exception was Northem
Ireland 8%). However, many countries indicated that up to one fifth
of convictions were for minors. In Estonia, Germany and Sweden about
30% of those convicted were aliens and in Switzerland about one half.

Sanctions/Measures Imposed
Imprisonment was the main sanction used in all countries. However,
several countries also used suspended custodial sanctions and noncustodial sanctions. In Austria, the Former Yugoslav Republic of

Tor possible explanations see the article by Hanns von Hofer in this issue.
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Macedonia, Germany and Slovenia about 30% of those convicted
received suspended custodial sentences. The average sentence length was
about five years in most countries although for a few life sentences may
be given (e.g. England and Wales) or another indeterminate sentences.
In Sweden the average sentence length was lower at three years.
Thefts
Convictions
For the period 1990-1996 information was available for convictions
covering all types of thefts in 21 countries (see Table III).
The main difference noted in the definition of thefts between
countries was the exclusion of thefts of small value. Austria, Hungary
and Switzerland all indicated that they were excluded although it is
difficult to compare such differences without information on living
costs. Estonia, Germany and Romania indicated that employee theft
was excluded since it was considered as embezzlement. However, these
differences cannot explain the wide variation found in conviction rates
(as with recorded crime rates) between countries. The ratio between
recorded crime rates and conviction rates allows countries to be divided
into three groupings, namely:
- high ratios (over 0.1) in Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia,
Romania, Slovenia and Macedonia;
- middle ratios (0.05-0.09) in Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany,
Northern Ireland and Scotland;
- low ratios (under 0.05) in England and Wales, The Netherlands,
Italy and Sweden.
This suggests a difference in the criminal justice process in the Central
and Eastern European countries in contrast to those in Western
European countries. However, there are exceptions to this, notably in
Ireland and Bulgaria. Again more specific research would be needed
to see the extent to which the variation reflects the criminal justice
process. For example, in England and Wales the low ratio will reflect
the use of the police caution particularly for the young offender.
In absolute terms the highest conviction rates were in Denmark,
Estonia, Hungary, Sweden and Scotland. Conviction rates were seen
to have risen steeply between 1990 and 1996 in Eastern European
countries (Bulgaria, Estonia and Romania) while falling by about one
fifth in Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The proportion
of those convicted that were female offenders was highest in Austria,
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Denmark, Germany and Sweden (about one quarter) while in most
countries about one fifth were minors (the main exception was Italy
at only 8%). In Switzerland and Estonia about one half of those
convicted were aliens.
Sanctions/Measures Imposed
Countries varied widely in the type of sanction imposed. In general
those countries with a high conviction rate showed a high use of the
fine (e.g. 73% in Denmark and 48% in Sweden) reflecting perhaps
that the offeraces were less severe than in other countries. In contrast
Switzerland with a low rate showed that 34% of sanctions were
unsuspended custody and 64% were suspended. In addition with the
exception of the United Kingdom and Latvia the use of non-custodial
sanctions was relatively low perhaps reflecting the greater use made
of suspended custodial sentences in other countries. In general
custodial sentences tend to be shorter in countries that make the most
use of custodial sentences. Overall about three quarters of all custodial
sentences were under six months, however, in Austria and Germany
the proportion was one quarter and in Poland and Portugal 5%.

CONCLUSIONS

The data collected in the Sourcebook shows that although data on the
courts is collected by many countries, this data clearly needs to be used
carefully. Wide differences exist in the level of convictions found and
the use of sanctions by the courts. Such differences will reflect both
different levels of criminality, diversion away from the courts but also
different recording practices. However, even with these caveats what
is available does provide a useful starting point in identifying countries
on which further research may be carried out. It also suggests the
different ways that the criminal justice system operatel in Western
countries as against the Central and Eastern European countries.
One important question that such data could be expected to answer
concerns the relationship between high crime rates, convictions and
sentencing. When crime rises in a country do convictions fall as the police
service are unable to respond to this increase and does sentencing
change as the judiciary react to the increase in crime by responding with
stiffer sentencing. The political changes in Europe at the start of the 1990s
resulted in a limitation of sentencing data collection to only one year
(1995) with the result that the current data collection was unable to
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answer such questions. Comparisons between countries would provide
little help since it is clear that differences in the types of offences included
within any offerace group may be great and also the criminal justice
procedures in each country may be very different. It also points to the
need in any future survey by the Council of Europe to collect time series
data on the trends in the use of sanctions/measures. More importantly
countries should be encouraged to collect, analyse and disseminate more
information on this aspect of the criminal justice process and by doing
so ensure that the quality of the statietics is increased.
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PROSECUTION IN EUROPE: VARYING STRUCTURES,
CONVERGENT TRENDS*

ABSTRACT. Chapter 2 of the European Sourcebook attempts to show the differences as
well as the common features of the prosecution services of the Council of Europe Member
States. In order to do so the following five categories of statistics were collected: the total
number of cases the prosecuting authority recorded as having been dealt with within a
particular year; the number of cases brought before a court; the number of cases dropped;
the number of cases dropped conditionally; the number of cases ended by the imposition of
a sanction. The prosecution statistics of the European countries studied vary because of
differences in the input structures. They are also affected by variations in output structures.
These are determined by the powers that the prosecution authorities themselves possess.
These variations between the prosecution systems within Europe cause significant differences
in the resulting statistica and must be borne in mind when analysing the European Sourcebook
data.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, crime statistica, criminal justice processing,
prosecution
THE FUNCTION AND STRUCTURES OF PROSECUTION

In the history of criminal law the institution of a prosecuting authority
is a relatively new feature. It first appeared in the wake of the French
revolution after which it, gradually, took up its position as a central
institution in the legai systems of continental Europe. It is only in the
past few decades that it has become established as a feature of common
law systems. In modern day Europe all prosecuting authorities have a
statutory basis and in some countries, e.g. Belgium, Hungary, Poland,
Spain, and France, their existence is constitutionally based. They are
frequently connected to the executive through the ministry of justice
or through the appointment system or are seen as part of the judiciary.
The majority of countries, however, allow prosecutors to be given both
general and specific instructions by the head of the prosecution
authority hierarchy in order to direct the country's general criminal
policy. At the same time prosecuting authorities have a duty to ensure
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whom 1 worked on and wrote Chapter 2 of the European Sourcebook `Prosecution Statistics', and further 1 would like to thank Marianne Gras for her assistance with the English
version of this article.
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that proceedings are fair for all parties, the common law countries being
the exception (see European Committee on Crime Problems 1997).
Naturally the prosecuting authorities' specific structures and functions
differ greatly from country to country. In order to facilitate comparison,
especially of a statistical nature, the term prosecution is used
pragmatically; defined as an intermediary stage between the police and
court levels. The process as a whole usually begins with an offence being
reported to the police and the identification, sooner or later, of a suspect.
Once this has happened, in almost all of the criminal justice systems
dealt with here, a decision has to be made as to whether or not the case
should be brought before a court, that is, whether to prosecute or not.
Making this decision is the main task of the legal body 1 refer to in this
article as the prosecuting authority, which is to be found either in the
form of a public prosecutor and/or an investigating judge.
There are, however, some deviations from the ideal type of a separate
prosecution authority. In some countries this intermediary stage is not
(always) easily discernible as the police themselves make prosecutionrelated decisions. From beginning (pre-charge) to end (case brought
before a court) responsibility for a case rests with the police, e.g. in
Norway in particular minor cases and in England and Wales prior to
the introduction of the Crown Prosecution Service. Furthermore the
police may also have the ability to end a case by imposing some kind
of sanction, e.g. cautioning in England and Wales. Such decisions are
included in the European Sourcebook and in this article. In addition,
in some countries the prosecuting function is not carried out by one
prosecuting authority alone but is divided between e.g. a public
prosecutor's office and, for certain cases, investigating judges (juge
d'instruction; see Grebing 1979, p. 38). The responsibility for the
decision to prosecute or not lies either with the public prosecutor or
the juge d'instruction. As far as the data collected and this article are
concerned such variations in structures are irrelevant as decisions made
by both these institutions are included.
Independent of this, even in cases where a prosecution authority in
the classic form of a public prosecutor is in charge of a case, the courts
have a role to play in cases where the prosecuting authority uses certain
investigative measures, namely in protecting the suspect's civil rights.
Yet with regard to the central topic of this article, namely decisions
about the progression or the disposal of cases, this overlapping of
competence is irrelevant.
This comprehensive model (see Figure 1), to which most European
countries more or less adhere, shows the different ways in which the
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criminal justice process is structured. Naturally the proportion of cases
dropped at police and/or prosecution level depends entirely upon what
the individual system permits and varies accordingly from country to
country. What role the work of a prosecuting authority has within a
system correlates with differences at both the input and output stage
of this intermediate level.

Input and Output
The role of the police in criminal proceedings affects the structure of
the prosecution stage. Three variants of input into the prosecution stage
are possible. The input into the prosecutorial level is identical to the
output of the police level because the police are merely a supporting
institution to the prosecuting authority with no independent powers
to dispose of a criminal case, e.g. in France and Germany. In these
countries the police are obliged to transfer all cases to the prosecuting
authority (this may even apply to cases in which no suspect has been
found. Such cases have as far as possible been excluded from the
statistics used later in this article). Consequently the prosecution input
is relatively high.
Usually prosecutorial level input is not identical to police level output,
that is, one of the following structures is more usually found within
Europe: the police have some degree of discretion and are able to decide
whether or not to prosecute/to pass a case on and in some cases may
even be able to impose some kind of sanction, e.g. the caution in
Police

Case dropped .
Case dropped s
+ sanction

Prosecution

1

„Case dropped
► Case dropped +
sanction

Figure 1. Model of the prosecutorial stage.
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England and Wales; the police themselves perform the function of
a prosecuting authority for minor offences thus deciding independently
which cases to investigate and which to take to court, e.g. in
Norway.
The prosecution statistics of the European countries studied vary
because of differences in these input structures. They are also affected
by variations in output structures. These are determined by the powers
that the prosecution authorities themselves possess. Naturally these
differ, hut three basic structures can be discerned:
1. The prosecuting authority has practically no impact because it is
bound strictly by the principle of legality, that is, it is a purely functional institution which has the task of preparing cases for court
with neither the discretion to drop a case nor the ability to impose
conditions or sanctions upon a suspect. All cases must be brought
before a court, e.g. in Ireland.
2. The prosecuting authority can decide to drop a case, that is, decide
whether to prosecute or not, but it cannot impose conditions or
sanctions in doing so. The court alone has an ability to bind or
punish. Here the statistica recording the prosecutor's work will be
divided into cases dropped and cases brought before a court. This
is the case in most European countries.
3. More rarely the prosecuting authority not only has the discretion
whether or not to prosecute but also the power to drop the case
subject to some condition or even to impose a sanction upon the
suspected offender, e.g. a fine. In such cases the prosecution statistics become more complex and include not only cases brought
before a court and cases dropped, hut also cases dropped conditionally and cases ended by a sanction.
These variations between the prosecution systems within Europe cause
significant differences in the resulting statietics and must be borne in
mínd when analysing the European Sourcebook data.

THE EUROPEAN SOURCEBOOK OF CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

At its 45th plenary session in June 1996 the European Committee
on Crime Problems commissioned the group of specialists which had
previously produced the European Sourcebook of Crime and
Criminal Justice Statistics: Draft Model to prepare a collection of
criminal justice data for the whole of Europe, presenting data for the
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years 1990-1996.' Data were collected by use of a network of national
correspondents who provided data from national statistical sources.
Thus one person, required to be an expert in crime and criminal justice
statistica, was responsible for the collection and initial checking of the
data. This structure was reinforced by certain members acting as
regional co-ordinators overseeing collection and double-checking the
data. The questionnaires used to collect the figures, which were sent
out in June 1997 and completed by 36 countries, not only requested
statistical data but also required information as to legal and statistical
definitions to be provided. The data were checked and corrected in
the second half of 1997 and then put onto a database in Lausanne
University's Institut de Police Scientifique et de Criminologie in the
first half of 1998. The final version was published in late autumn 1999.

Prosecution Data
Despite the challenges of doing so, and due to the possible variety
described above, the Council of Europe's Enlarged Group of Specialists
on trends in crime and criminal justice has dedicated the second
chapter of the European Sourcebook to comparing the structuren of
prosecution in Europe - the fruits of this work are to be presented and
indeed expanded upon in this article.
Chapter 2 of the Sourcebook attempts to show the differences as
well as the common features of the prosecution services of the Council
of Europe Member States. In order to do so the following five
categories of statistics were collected:
- the total number of cases the prosecuting authority recorded as
having been dealt with within a particular year;
- the number of cases brought before a court;
- the number of cases dropped;
- the number of cases dropped conditionally;
- the number of cases ended by the imposition of a sanction.
The next section contains figures displaying features of the prosecution
systems within Europe based on the figures published in the European
Sourcebook. However, in order for the examination of these results
to be fruitful, lome explanation of the processen by which data were
collected specifically for the second chapter of the European Sourcebook
and how they are interpreted here, is necessary.
'See the introductory article by Martin Killias and Wolfgang Rau in this issue.
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The data include all offences disposed of by prosecuting authorities.
In recording these, the number of cases, that is, proceedings, not
offences, were counted. It is therefore possible that one case includes
several offences. There are, however, variations in recording procedures,
e.g. Austria, Germany, Ireland and Norway count proceedings in
which more than one person was involved as one case, whereas the
Czech Republic, Finland and The Netherlands count several cases
where this occurs. Furthermore a case against one person who has been
involved in more than one offence is (as desired) counted only once
in e.g. Belgium, England and Wales and Italy, but as two or more in
The Netherlands, France, Ireland and Turkey. To ensure comparability
the data collected should exclude cases concerning small traffic
offences, offences against police and administrative regulations as well
as less serious cases disposed of by the police under the responsibility
of the prosecutor.
The European Sourcebook sets out to record how many cases were
dealt with in a given year by the prosecuting authority, in other words
the data should show the output, that is, how many cases were disposed
of by the prosecuting authority and how they ended. Prosecuting
authorities, however, frequently register their cases as they come in
and can naturally only record how they were disposed of once this
has been done. In some countries there are of course a significant
number of cases which are not disposed of in the same year that they
enter the prosecution stage. Thus they are included in the total number
the prosecuting authority records as having been dealt with within a
particular year, namely in the one in which they enter the prosecution
stage, but not in any of the categories (described above) recording
precisely how they ended. Insofar as these cases pending disposal were
included for some countries a danger of disproportionality has arisen.
Therefore 1 calculated a new total by adding together the individual
Sourcebook statistics recording how cases were disposed of (see Table
I in the Appendix). This means that sometimes this sum may vary from
the total that the prosecuting authorities provided and which is presented
in the European Sourcebook. If it was not possible to check the national
statistics in this way, the figures concerned were not used [this applies
to Croatia, the Czech Republic (1990, 1991), Italy, Malta and Spain].

Data Analysis
The following figures present some of the figures taken or calculated
(as explained above) from the draft tables of the European Sourcebook
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(see Council of Europe 1999). Where one year alone is presented 1
selected 1995 as the most recent year for which most countries have
delivered statistics.
The term workload is used in this article, deviating from the common
definition, to describe the total number of cases disposed of by the
prosecution authority per 100,000 of the population. In other words,
1 have attempted to measure the workload of the entire prosecutorial
system in a given country in relation to its population. Naturally the
workload an institution can deal with depends upon how many
employees it has and what individual workload they have to process.
Presumably the following will be true: the more cases a single
prosecutor has to deal with, the sooner he will search for ways to lessen
the work he puts into each individual case. Therefore he will
presumably prefer to utilise the simpler and less time consuming
alternatives to going to court, that is, to drop cases, than the complicated
and drawn out process of a trial, that is, of taking a case to court. This
presumption can, however, not be proved or disproved with the
available material because exact numbers as to the employees of
prosecuting authorities are not available for many European countries.
As explained above the number of cases disposed of on the
prosecutorial level depends on two main factors: firstly on the amount
of crimes known to the police and secondly on the question as to
whether the police are obliged to hand all cases over to the public
prosecutor or are able to dispose of lome cases independently. As a
consequence of the different input levels in the individual countries
the workload varies considerably.
Figure 2 displays the workload of the prosecuting authorities in 1995
making use of my own calculation of the total (see the corresponding
figures in Table II in the Appendix). It shows massive differences in the
output of prosecuting authorities across Europe. In lome East European
countries the figures of prosecutorial disposals are low and this is matched
by a growing number of pending cases (e.g. in Romania). A possible
explanation for this is that the capacity and manpower of the prosecutorial
system is not sufficient for the growing input.
The development in the workload of the prosecuting authorities over
the last few years is not featured here because this level has remained
relatively stable in the majority of European countries over this period,
the only exceptions being East European countries, some of which,
e.g. Romania, the Russian Federation and Poland, have experienced
a rising workload and in others, e.g. Croatia and Slovenia, its level
has fluctuated significantly from year to year.
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Figure 2. Rate of cases brought before a court and workload of prosecuting authorities
- selected countries - 1995.

Figure 3 presents the rate of cases brought before a court in 1995
in all those countries whose data could be analysed. The variation is
huge as is to be expected because naturally the variety of prosecuting
authority structures is expressed in the rates. Where input into the
prosecuting level is high, where practically all cases are reported to
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the prosecuting authority and where the prosecuting authority has a
discretion as to whether to prosecute or not, the output level in the
form of trials is relatively low, e.g. in Germany. On the other hand,
where input is lower because not all cases come to this stage (e.g.
where the police have some discretion to dispose) the rate is higher,
e.g. England and Wales, and even more so if the prosecuting authority
has little or no discretion as to whether to prosecute or not, e.g. in
Ireland.
Figure 3 is based upon the figures I calculated using the raw data
of the European Sourcebook. This new total of all disposals is,
however, not entirely unproblematic as it relies upon the accuracy
of the sanctions imposed by the prosecuting authorities category. In
some cases such sanctions may have to be formally approved by a
court as is the case with the German Strajbefehl - which was
excluded from this category - and may thus theoretically cause
double counting - appearing additionally in the `cases brought before
a court' category. Both of these categories were, however, included
in the new computed total, taking the risk that some cases may be
counted twice, where identifying and isolating these - very few cases was not possible.
Unfortunately, one cannot fully demonstrate the input and output
process of the prosecution level because a demonstration of this
sort requires that all the statistical levels of a criminal justice system
are able to identify the same cases. In order to achieve this the
European Sourcebook has chosen an offence orientated approach,
but for the majority of countries the necessary statistical breakdown
was only possible at police and court stages and not at the prosecution
level.
One can gain an idea of the selection process made as the criminal
justice system runs its course by comparing the number of suspected
offenders for a particular offence, e.g. theft, with the number of
convictions. If one compares this numerical relationship in England
and in Germany, for example in 1995, one is presented with
astonishingly similar conviction rates for theft (namely 245 in
England; and 235 in Germany per 100,000 of the population)
although the numbers both of offences registered by the police (6835
in England; and 4485 in Germany per 100,000), as welt as suspected
offenders (482 in England; and 1011 in Germany per 100,000) differ
considerably.
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Figure 4 plots the workload of the prosecuting authority and the
rate of cases brought before a court in a number of countries in 1995.
Due to the unavailability of data, several countries had to be excluded.
Nevertheless it is possible to give enough examples of both Western
and Eastern European as well as small and large countries. A
remarkable central trend can be observed; it supports the idea of a
relationship between the two factors, namely that where a prosecution
authority has a low workload the rate of cases brought before a court
will be high, e.g. in Norway, and that where the workload is high the
rate will tend to be low, e.g. in Germany.
There are two groups of countries which do not follow this simple
trend: the common law system countries on the one hand, in which
the rate of cases brought before a court remains relatively high even
where the workload is high, and the East European countries on the
other, where the rate of cases brought before a court remains
relatively low although the workload (in form of cases disposed of)
is also low.
The workload that a prosecuting authority has will, of course, be
influenced specifically by its input. Where the police have powers
to dispose of cases independently lens cases will reach the prosecution
level and thus the prosecution authority workload will be lower.
However, there are at least two more factors influencing the output
of the prosecution stage. Firstly, if the prosecution authorities have
sufficient manpower they are able to spend more time on each
individual case, to deal with them more thoroughly and to bring a
higher percentage of cases before a court. Secondly, if the next level,
the court system, does not have sufficient capacity and manpower
to deal with its input from the prosecutorial stage, this will produce a
trickle down effect: the public prosecutors will reduce the percentage
of cases brought before a court. These considerations present the
criminal justice system as one which will always balance itself out.

TRENDS AND COMMON FACTORS

Despite the vast differences displayed in the prosecuting systems
across Europe and the considerable problems in collecting truly
comparable data, certain trends and common factors can be identified
from the findings of the European Sourcebook.
- In all European countries the capacity of the criminal courts is limited. Consequently it is not possible to deal with all punishable
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offences by means of an oral trial. As a result of this fact all countries have more or less moved away from the strict principle of
legality below court level and allow a certain amount of cases to
be dropped or ended either at police or at prosecution level.
Where the police have little or no power to end cases the ability of
the prosecution authority to select cases is greater; in countries
where the police can end cases independently the prosecuting authority brings a higher percentage of cases to court.
The great variety of structures, however, has led to a similar result.
There is considerable reduction of cases to be dealt with by the
courts.

Every criminal justice system has to make some selection at precourt level following the principle of expediency (French: principe
de 1'opportunité, German: Opportunitátsprinzip). How and at what
level the possibilities of disposing of cases are to be used, cannot
be decided empirically but are matters of criminal policy. This decision must reflect the existing judicial culture which has developed in the individual country and the national criminal justice
system as a whole.
Despite the huge variety, there are convergent trends across Europe. On the one hand, countries which traditionally followed the
principle of legality very strictly are introducing the principle of
expediency with ever increasing vigour into their criminal justice
systems, and on the other hand, countries in which a prosecuting
authority was not of great significance previously are systematically increasing its role and powers within the criminal justice system.
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APPENDIX

TABLEI
Prosecution statistics 1995.

Albania
Austria
Bulgaria

Cyprus
Czech Republic
England & Wales
Estonia
F.Y.R.O.Macedonia
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova
Netherlands
Norway

Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Scotland
Slovenia
Turkey

Disposed cases

Cases^ brought before court

Percentage of cases

Total number'

Total number

brought before courtb

Workload`

54
45

200
2520

18752

59

416

803
84066
1028490
5878
12485
51701
553731
431168
69314
31118
8855
18336
12612
19506

67
68
79
16
88
64
34
29
69
99
87
94
72
50

162
1196
2532
2462
724
1572
2767
4093
861
868
406
532
390
1560

51278

39449

77

1177

926512
404171
321483
111480
259680
35884
1983512

222007
106272
85140
62188
172850
10180
638222

24
26
27
56
67
28

2401
4074
1424
75
5077
1822

32

3229

6434
204176

3456
92790

31623

1191
123507
1310531
36290
14238
80263
4798483
3350880
100280
31324
10160
19445
17410
241093

Source: Numbers are based on the European Sourcebook's raw data and the author's own
calculations.
'Please note that the total in this table does not correspond to the one which is to be found
in the European Sourcebook itself where the category `Total disposals' is in actual fact the
`input' into the prosecution stage. The number shown and used in this article is the one
calculated by me adding the cases dropped, cases brought before a court, other disposals
and the two sanctions categories of the draft Sourcebook together, to Eind the number of
cases truly disposed of by a prosecution authority decision in a given year. These data were
collected as part of the European Sourcebook research hut do not appear in the final
version.
bFormal prosecutions as well as other cases brought before a court (e.g. Strajbefehl in
Germany).
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TABLE II
Computed total.e
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
England & Wales
Estonia
F.Y.R.O. Macedonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania

8341
1208789
29892
44642
1142
58008
11101
85325
4451976
2876090
80258
25285
1998074
5996
-

9733
1248514
29599
31793
1194
66773
11133
89836
4552457
2890330
103468
27219
2817063
6365
9168

11725
213144
1312307
22345
24836
1411
72049
1457607
12565
98883
5040539
3040213
113260
27303
2740891
7753
14297

11003
213845
1364020
23205
28196
1217
89848
1362277
15042
83209
4814347
3355259
106791
28387
2679968
8736
16287

10686
207629
1361048
28428
27459
1113
97035
1360998
35779
13913
78429
4945670
3352430
100309
30654
2792742
8560
17668

12755
1310531 127436
36290
3259
14238
1205
80263
8186
4798483 479503
3350880 344386
100280
10006
31324
3251
2938081 297404
10160
1293
19445
1937

Luxembourg

-

-

-

-

-

-

Malta
Moldova

Netherlands
Northern Ireland

Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation

1995

1996

6434
204176

810

31623
22660
1191
123507

5124
2526

-

1798

2028

2437

3349

2397

2463

213

17960

19065

16674

18053

18471

17410

1769

241093

24222

224454
-

-

-

-

-

44797

41364

235975
-

45758

238696
-

-

303983
150602
82716

331001
200479
81147

348889
218221
93796

48571
776111
366751
252271
99135

Scotland

357704

375298

353776

283145

268722

Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

37689
2047481
-

30756
33900
37099
2089120 2245432 2426049
-

31483
2563379
-

35884
3310
2733020 297557
-

Switzerland

-

-

-

-

-

-

Turkey

1554072

1553336

1657960

1799822

2043121

1983512 215114

-

-

-

47725
840363
406854
275527
108559

51278
5709
926512
87815
404171
321483
33417
111480 109221
259680

26284

°Computed total = the sum of the categories Cases brought before a court, Cases Dropped,
Cases dropped with sanction (x 2) and other disposals, European Sourcebook.
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MARTIN KILLIAS AND MARCELO F. AEBI

CRIME TRENDS IN EUROPE FROM 1990 TO 1996:
HOW EUROPE ILLUSTRATES THE LIMITS OF THE
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

ABSTRACT. In the Council of Europe's European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal
Justice Statistics, crime and other relevant data are assembled for 36 European countries
and the years 1990 to 1996. The data show that crime trends differed from those in the
United States. Particularly drug and violent offences continued to increase until the end of
the period under consideration (1996). Most of the theoretical explanations of crime trends
currently in vogue in the United States seem of little help in understanding current European
trends. Generally the most valid approaches seem to be routine-activities and situational
explanations.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, crime trends, criminological theories

CRIME TRENDS, DATA, AND EXPLANATIONS

Explanations ofAmerica's Drop in Crime
In recent years, American crime rates have fallen to levels far below
what has been seen over the last 20 years or more. The drop is general
and includes homicide, burglary, robbery, rape, and drug offences. It
came as a major challenge to established criminological theories, since
hardly any of them would have allowed the forecasting of such a
dramatic change in trends.
Of course, many attempts have been made over the last few years
to attribute this change to a number of factors, such as:
- a drop in the number of young men of the most crime prone years
(as a result of demographic change in the late 1970s);
- the levelling off of the crack epidemics (Blumstein 1999), with its
dramatic impact on `wars' in drug markets;
- a shift from heroin and cocaine to marijuana (Johnson et al. 1999),
as a result of changed habits among new generations of teenagers;
- a change in homicide patterns (Zimring and Fagan 1999), in response to extreme increases in homicide during the 1980s;
- changed routine activities (Felson 1999), making a number of property and violent offences less feasible or less profitable;
0 European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 43-63, 2000.
© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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- increased legitimacy of social institutions (economy, family, and
political institutions (LaFree 1999);
- `zero tolerance' and increased police efficiency (Silverman 1999),
implying that certainty of arrest and punishment are key variables
in this context (an idea implicitly shared by Langan and Farrington
1998, in their comparison of crime trends in the USA and in England and Wales from 1981 to 1996).
All these explanations certainly have merit. Particularly in the
American context, they do not lack intuitive plausibility, although
some address more specifically trends in homicide (Blumstein 1999;
Zimring and Fagan 1999) or in property offences (Felson 1999),
whereas the trend is very similar for a variety of crimes. The `real'
problem is that one case - the United States - does not make a sample,
and that it is very hard to assess the validity of any theory with data
from only one country.
Data from the European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal
Justice Statistics
For this reason, the recent collection of crime and criminal justice
data of the Council of Europe comes as a real challenge. As we shall
see, the trends in crime, as well as in arrest and certainty of punishment,
have been remarkably different throughout Europe over the critical
years (1990-1996). Since good theories should be able to explain even
different crime trends, critical contextual variables being taken into
account, we shall try to see, at the end of this article, how dominant
American explanations fare in the European context.
In the first place, however, we shall describe what crime trends
have so far existed in Europe during these years. We shall try this
by computing rates per 100,000 population for all those countries
for which data are available over the full period under consideration.
The trends given are, thus, measured at the European level and may,
of course, differ in individual countries. This way of simplifying
European diversity may not be unjustified when comparing European
to American trends, since the Jatter have, indeed, often been
considered nation-wide with no allowance for eventually deviating
local trends.
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On the Validity of Police Data as Measures of Crime Trends
The validity of police data has often been questioned. International
comparisons show that levels of crime vary much less across countries
if victimisation rates are considered rather than police data (see Von
Hofer in this issue). For example, data published in the Sourcebook
show that, if victimisation data (from the international crime surveys
of 1989 to 1996, Sourcebook Table 5.B.2, p. 202) are considered, the
rate between the highest and the lowest national rates of burglary is
8:1, but 58:1 if police data are considered (Sourcebook Table 1.B.1.11,
p. 51). The reason may be that police recording practices vary widely
across countries, and that a large part of international differences in
rates of police recorded crime may be due to the way in which the
police define, handle, and count offences which they come to know
about. On the other hand and despite some evidence in the literature
on the effects of changed recording practices on statistical crime trends
(McCleary et al. 1982), the inherent biases within each criminal justice
system may be relatively stable over time. Thus, it would seem that
police recording practices do not, overall, change very much over time,
and that, therefore, statistics on crimes known to the police are
relatively valid indicators of crime trends. This pragmatic point of view
may be particularly justified in comparing European to American
trends where most of the literature on recent drops in crime rates is
based on analyses of police recorded crime. Since the authors of the
Sourcebook proceeded to various validity checks and eliminated data
from countries which were out of line or suspicious in other respects,
the European trend data used in this article may be as valid as American
trend indicators.

DATA ON CRIME TRENDS

Before assessing American explanations of the drop in crime against
European data, we shall look at trends of property offences, drug
offences, and violent crimes.

Property Offences
Property offences are presented in Figure 1. They include an overall
measure of theft, and a number of subcategories such as general
burglary, that is, including breaking into shops, cars, vending
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Figure 1. Property offences (per 100,000 population/police statistics).
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machines, telephone boxes etcetera, domestic burglary, and motor
vehicle theft. All these offences increased by more than 10% between
1990 and 1992, but decreased from 1993 to 1996. For all categories of
theft, the 1996 rate is slightly lower than the figures for 1990 (-0.4%).
However, certain subcategories of theft were, in 1996, more frequent
than in 1990. For example, general burglary increased by 2%, domestic
burglary by 7%, and theft of motor vehicles by 8%. Even for these
more serious property offences, however, 1992 proved to be the peak
year for property offences.
One possible explanation of this trend might be that criminal
opportunities may have changed substantially with the end of
communist regimes in Eastern Europe. The fall of the Berlin wall
made contact very easy between Eastern and Western Europe which,
for more than a generation, had been strictly separated. Although no
longer separated geographically, the two parts of the continent
continued to differ dramatically in wealth. Within a few months, a
substantial market for stolen consumer goods, including cars, TV
equipment, refrigerators, and even clothes, emerged in Eastern
Europe. Agreeing with Felson (1999), it may not be necessary to turn
to abstract theories (like Durkheim's concept of anomie) in order to
understand the rapid growth of trans-national large-scale theft and
fencing industries. It is not impossible that, without the confrontation
of these two worlds, trends in theft and burglary would have been
largely the same in Europe as in the United States, given the drop in
demand for many conventional consumer goods on Western black
markets. It is not clear why theft and burglary decreased after 1992.
It could be that the Eastern black markets stopped growing after an
initial boom, given the increasing availability of many conventional
consumer goods on local (official) markets and the stabilisation of
many Eastern economies. Furthermore, the demand for such goods
may have continued to decrease in Western Europe, and this drop
exceeded the (probably reduced) growth of trans-national crime after
1992.

Drug Offences
Drug offences, shown in Figure 2, increased substantially between
1990 and 1996 in all of the 26 countries that provided data. Overall,
the increase is about 69% during this period for drug offences in
general, and 32% for drug trafficking. The divergence of trends may
suggest that the increase in drug offences is mainly due to increased
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repression of possession and use of drugs. Since 1993, drug trafficking
has remained stable, whereas police-recorded drug offences have
continued to grow. As only 12 countries provided data for drug
trafficking, however, the picture may be incomplete. In France, Spain
and Sweden, drug use increased according to police data, whereas drug
trafficking decreased; in Hungary, Switzerland and Scotland, drug
trafficking increased, according to police data, but less than drug
offences in general.
One possible way of assessing the reasons for diverging trends in
drug offences in general (which includes mostly police-recorded drug
use) and in drug trafficking, may be to look at data on convictions.
Unfortunately, only five countries provided data for the whole period
studied (Norway, Poland, Portugal, Northern Ireland and Scotland).
In these countries and from 1990 to 1996, convictions of drug
trafficking increased by 181%, whereas convictions of drug offences
in general increased only by 100% (Sourcebook Table 3.B.1.10, p.
125).' Therefore, it does not seem likely that European criminal justice
systems increasingly concentrated on drug users. But it could be that
officially recorded cases of drug trafficking involve more and more
large-scale operations. Indeed, person-based data do not offer much
insight into the eitent of criminal involvement among those prosecuted
and convicted.
Overall, these data are consistent with the view that drug use has been
increasing throughout Europe between 1990 and 1996. Unfortunately,
survey-based trend data which would allow corroboration of this
conclusion are only available for a few countries. They tend to show
increasing trends in Germany (Kraus and Bauernfeind 1998) and in
Switzerland (OFSP 1998), especially for soft drug use. England and
Wales and Northern Ireland seem to experience unprecedented waves
of soft and hard drug use (Parker 1999). Whatever the `real' trends in
drug use may be, market conditions and lines of distribution may have
substantially changed after 1989, particularly as far as heroin and other
drugs imported from the Middle East are concerned. Thus, increasing
offences recorded by the police may well reflect increased availability
of drugs on European markets. The general drop of prices for heroin
and cocaine is indeed consistent with the view that drugs have become
more widely available sirice new and `easy' transportation routes and
supply lines have gone into operation after 1989.
'If countries with uncomplete information (for certain years) are included, the increase
in drug trafficking is 59% and, for drug offences in general, 40%.
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Violent Offences
Trends of assault, rape, robbery (both in general and armed robbery),
and homicide are shown in Figures 3-5. They show generally
increasing trends, with homicide as a noteworthy exception. Assault
and rape increased by 31% and 10%, respectively. For both offences,
the peak was reached (in 17 countries in each case) in 1995 or 1996,
suggesting that the increase might not have reached its upper level by
the end of the time series. This is also the case of robbery, an offence
that combines violence and theft; it reached its peak in 1995 or 1996
in 15 countries. Robbery is the only property offence that did not
decrease after 1992 (see Figure 4). These results suggest an increase
in violence in Europe.
These trends are not easy to explain. One possibility, often invoked
in the media, is that mass migration throughout Europe during the last
decade may have exacerbated all kinds of ethnic and social tensions.
In this connection, it should be noted that this does not imply higher
crime rates among Gastarbeiters or migrants from foreign countries
in general. However, Europe has seen substantial numbers of migrants
including teenagers who, without appropriate education and often
arriving illegally, have particularly low chances of integrating into
Western labour markets. In addition to this, increasing proportions of
offences are in fact trans-national, in the sense that offenders from
Eastern Europe increasingly take advantage of new opportunities for
easy transportation to organise criminal activities in Western Europe
for more or less short periods.
It is not impossible, however, that the increase in violence is also
related to trends in drug offences. As American research (Blumstein
1999; Johnson et al. 1999) has shown, changing violent crime trends
are closely related to crack use and its distribution in certain urban
environments. In Europe, however, crack has never played any
significant role among drug users, contrary to heroin and cocaine.
However, changing market conditions after 1989, combined with
lower prices and more competition among dealers, may eventually
have contributed to increasing levels of violence. If the use of hard
drugs has really increased in Europe, this might also explain increasing
trends in robbery since drug-addicts are disproportionately involved
in such offences in many European cities (Killias and Uchtenhagen
1996). Given the increasing and extremely wide-spread use of soft
and hard drugs among English youth (Parker 1999), this explanation
might also help to explain the diverging crime trends in England and
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the United States, a possibility which Langan and Farrington (1998)
did not pay much attention to, however.
Drugs have often been referred to as a leading factor in homicide
waves in the United States (Blumstein 1999; Zimring and Fagan 1999).
In Europe, homicide did not, however, develop in the same way as
drug offences, as Figures 2 and 5 illustrate. Homicide trends are more
in line with those of property offences, with peaks in 1993/1994 and
decreasing trends over the following years. If total police-recorded
homicide is considered (including attempts), the 1996 rates are 6%
above those for 1990. For completed homicide, the 1996 rates are 19%
higher than in 1990 according to police data, and 31% according to
mortality statistics (collected by the World Health Organization (WHO)
and included in the Sourcebook Table 1.B.1.3). Compared to property
offences (Figure 1), the peaks (in 1993 or 1994, according to the
source) are more marked, however, compared to 1990 levels.
According to WHO records, the increase is 67% from 1990 to 1994.
Whatever the explanation of these trends, one should not lose sight
of the fact that Europe had, during its peak year (1994), an average
rate of 3.9 completed homicides per 100,000 population, as against
nine in the United States (Maguire and Pastore 1995, p. 337) and 65
in Rio de Janeiro (Le monde diplomatique, July 1999). These
differences suggest that, whatever the drop in American homicide rates
and their explanation, there may be many factors at work which are
not reflected in contemporary crime theories.
Given the absence of comparable data collection initiatives in the
past, not much is known about common European crime trends over
the last decades. Given the sharply increasing crime trends between,
say, 1960 and 1980, in those countries for which reliable trend data
are available (The Netherlands, Great Britain, Scandinavia etcetera),
it seems that the 1990s have been, despite all public discourse, a period
of relative stability, or moderate changes in both directions. This also
means that some currently popular American explanations of
decreasing crime trends may be less general than they pretend to be.
Demographic changes, for example, have been operating in Europe
at about the same pace as in the United States, without any significant
impact on crime, as the trends shown seem to illustrate. Changing
patterns of drug use and distribution may offer more convincing
explanations, although the ethnographic information necessary for
their assessment is not available in Europe so far.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPLANATIONS OF CRIME RATES

In connection with the crime trends shown, a number of immediate
(first sight) explanations have been offered. It now remains to be seen
how these explanations and the trends shown corroborate or contradict
current American trend explanations.

`Grand' Theories
Given the inconsistent (but, overall, rather increasing) crime trends in
Europe, demographic explanations obviously find little support. The
number of young men in the most crime prone age groups has dropped
throughout all Western countries and not only in the United States,
but no general and consistent drop in crime rates has occurred in
Europe. Given the limited support such explanations find even within
America, the sharp increase following 1985, that is, during a period
of declining young age-groups, and the sudden decrease during the
1990s which far exceeds demographic changes during the 1970s, it
may be time to ignore this perspective and to look for more convincing
explanations.
Similarly disconfirmed are `grand' sociological perspectives
which, over the last years and in the Durkheimian ('anomia')
tradition, have tried to explain the long-term increase in crime and
violence in virtually all Western nations with the alleged loss of the
integrative power of the family system and other socialising
institutions (Eisner 1997, p. 273). Although the role of divorces and
other family problems for the socialisation of youth has certainly
often been overstressed (Junger-Tas 1993) nobody would have
suggested that the drop in American crime rates might be attributable
to stronger and more integrated families. Whatever their weaknesses
or strength, there is no doubt that too little has changed in these
regards to offer plausible explanations of substantial and sudden
changes in crime rates. The same problems arise with explanations
based on changes in legitimacy of political, economic and social
institutions (LaFree 1999). Intuitively, it seems hard to relate the
observed European trends to such changes, let alone the fact that data
might be hard to find in order to test such an encompassing theory
in the given context.
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Explanations Based on Changing Patterns of Drug Use
In this connection, one may consider the impact of drug use on crime
trends. Here, the difficulty is that Europe has never seen a crack
epidemic like the United States, and that no substantial shift from hard
to soft drugs (as in American cities, Johnson et al. 1999) has appeared
so far in European data. Thus, such explanations may certainly have
merits within the American context, but are of little help in explaining
European trends even in connection with drug offences. That extreme
increases in homicide rates may be followed by opposite trends
(Zimring and Fagan 1999), is indeed borne out by European data
(Figure 5), insofar as the substantial increase between 1990 and 1994
has been followed by an almost symmetric drop in 1995 and 1996.
On the other hand, the change (in both directions) has been much more
moderate in Europe, thus leaving open as to how valid such an
explanation may be in this context.

`Zero Tolerance' and Explanations Based on the Response to
Crime
Given the popularity, both in America as well as in Europe, of `zero
tolerance' (Silverman 1999) or other explanations which focus on the
response to crime and disorder by the police and the criminal justice
system (Langan and Farrington 1998), it may be interesting to pursue
the certainty of convictions developed for offenders known to the police
from 1990 to 1996. In this respect, certainty of arrest rates could,
theoretically, be computed using data from the Sourcebook by dividing
the number of offenders known to the police by offences recorded. Such
measures would, however, be seriously misleading given the inconsistent
ways that offences are being defined, handled, recorded and counted
(see Von Hofer in this issue). More valid may be rates measuring the
probability of known offenders to be convicted, since both sets of data
are person-based and available in the Sourcebook for a substantial
number of countries. Such indicators (of the `costs' of crime) were used
earlier by Farrington et al. (1994) comparing the USA, England and
Sweden, and by Langan and Farrington (1998) comparing the USA and
England. Table 1 gives data on this probability for all offences considered
and for those countries (combined) on which data are available for the
entire period (1990-1996).2
2Countries with obviously inconsistent data have been eliminated, that is, those where
persons convicted outnumbered offenders known to the police.
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As more fully explained in the article by Gordon Barclay (in this
issue), such an indicator is not without problems since:
- the rates given in Table I refer for both the numerator and the denominator to the same year, whereas convictions often concern
offenders who were counted as suspects in police statistics during
the preceding years;
- convictions often include several offences (of the same kind) for
which the same person may have been counted more than once as
a suspect in police statistics;
- conviction statistics in some countries do not indicate eventual
minor offences which were taken into account while the offender
was convicted of a major crime, but for which he was counted
separately as a suspect in police statistics.
Despite these inaccuracies, the impact of which is hard to assess, the
data given in Table I suggest that, overall, the chance of conviction
has decreased during the years under consideration. Indeed, the rate
of persons convicted divided by offenders known to the police, has
decreased on average for most offences as well as in most countries,
with assault, robbery and theft as the only exceptions. Interestingly,
the `risk' of conviction has increased most for those suspected of assault,
that is, a crime which has increased substantially during the period
considered. Thus, these trends offer little support to theories which

TABLEI
Probability of conviction for offenders known to the police, European trends 1990-1996, for
major offence categories.

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Change

0.46
0.59

0.46
0.52

0.42
0.53

0.40
0.54

0.44
0.60

0.43
0.62

0.43
0.56

-7%
-5%

Assault

0.44

0.48

0.47

0.46

0.47

0.54

0.57

29%

Rape
Robbery

0.57
0.47

0.58
0.47

0.55
0.45

0.45
0.45

0.51
0.48

0.47
0.47

0.47
0.47

-17%
-1%

Theft
of which theft of
motor vehicle
of which burglary

0.44
0.40

0.45
0.37

0.43
0.37

0.46
0.35

0.45
0.30

0.44
0.34

0.45
0.33

1%
-18%

0.43

0.43

0.39

0.39

0.38

0.38

0.36

-16%

Drug offences

0.54

0.48

0.48

0.40

0.44

0.41

0.43

-20%

Homicide
of which completed
homicide

Countries included: See Table IIB.
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focus the on certainty of punishment (or `costs' of crime), such as the
response of the criminal justice system to serious offences. The same
is true if the number of convictions is divided by the number of
offences recorded, as Gordon Barclay did (in this issue) for homicide,
rape, and theft. Perhaps the police response to incivilities and public
order problems is more important than the probability of convictions.
The difficulty with `zero tolerance' explanations in Europe, however,
sterns from the relative absence of general `tolerante' of incivilities
in European cities over the last decades. At least, such signs of decay
were never present in European cities to the same extent as in lome
neighbourhoods in American metropolitan areas. Thus, Europe did not
see a shift from `high' to `zero' tolerance as in New York and other
American cities; this variable may, therefore, lack in variance in the
European context to allow the test of such theories.

RoutineActivities
Compared to trend explanations which focus heavily on the particular
situation in American cities, the routine activities approach, as
illustrated by Felson (1999), may have much wider applications to
different contexts. As the tentative explanations offered in connection
with the trends in several offences have shown, unspectacular changes
may have occurred in opportunities in Europe over the last decade
which offer far more convincing explanations than the `grandiose'
concepts (such as `anomie') so popular among many scholars. The
opening of the borders in Europe, combined with a dramatic gap in
wealth between Eastern and Western countries, may have offered new
markets for stolen goods (and given room to organised burglary and
fencing operations), opened new supply lines for drugs (including new
jobs for dealers from Eastern Europe), but also provoked new struggles
over the markets of drugs and other illegal goods and commodities.
Even if online payments have not yet become as popular in Europe
as in America, there is little doubt that, everywhere and at all times,
certain property, drug and violent offences are becoming less
profitable - and will give room to new demands and opportunities. In
this lense, the more immediate (and `modest') explanations based on
routine activities and other situational approaches may, as Felson
(1999) suggests, help far more in understanding changing crime trends
than `grand' theories.

APPENDIX
TABLE IIA

Countries included in Figures 1 to 5.
Theft

Austria
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
beland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Moldova
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal

X
X
x
x
X
X
x
X
X
x
x
X
X
x
X
X
X
x
X
x
X

Figure 1
of which of which
theft of
burglary
motor
vehicle

of which
domestic
burglary

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Figure 2
of which
Drug
drug
offences
trafficking

Figure 3
Rape
Assault

Figure 4
Robbery
of which
anned
robbery

Figure 5
Homicide of which
completed
homicide

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Homicide
recorded
in Health
statistics
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

O.

TABLE IIA (Continued)
Figure 2

Figure 1
Theft

Romania
Russian Federation
Slovenia
Sweden
Switzerland
F.Y.R.O. Macedonia
Turkey
United Kingdom:
England & Wales
Northern beland
Scotland

of which
theft of
motor
vehicle

of which
burglary

of which
domestic
burglary

Drug
offences

of which
drug
trafficking

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Figure 4

Figure 3
Assault

Rape

Robbery

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

of which
armed
robbery

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Figure 5
Homicide of which
completed
homicide

Homicide
recorded
in Health
statistics

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

TABLE IIB

Countries included in Table I.
Homicide

of which
completed

Assault

Rape

Robbery

Theft

homicide

of which
theft of

of which
burglary

Drug
offences

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

motor

vehicle
Austria

X

Bulgaria

X

X

X

X

X

X

Croatia

X

Czech Republic

X

Estonia
Germany

X
X

X

Hungary
Ireland

X
X

Italy
Latvia

X
X

Netherlands

X

X

Norway
Poland
Romania

X
X

X
X
X

Russian Federation

X

Slovenia
Sweden
F.Y.R.O. Macedonia
England & Wales

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
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INFLUENCES ON THE PRISONER RATE: NUMBER OF ENTRIES
INTO PRISON, LENGTH OF SENTENCES AND CRIME RATE

ABSTRACT. On the basis of the data contained in the European Sourcebook, this article
fries to answer the question: `What influences the prisoner rate most? The number of entries
into prison, the length of sentences, or the crime rate?' The authors show that the crime rate
is absolutely not correlated with the prisoner rate. The laffer depends principally on the
length of the imposed custodial sanctions and secondly on the number of those imposed
prison sentences. Nevertheless, there are some indications suggesting that these results
could be different from one type of offence to another. Unfortunately, this hypothesis could
not be tested on the basis of the European Sourcebook data.
KEY WORDS: comparative research, crime statistics, prison population, sentence length,
statistical analysis

In today's literature, the principal indicator used in order to measure
the dimension of the prison population is the prisoner rate,' which is
obtained by comparing the number of detained people - at a certain
date or on a yearly average - to the number of inhabitants. This
indicator relates to the size and the structure of prison populations
and gives a picture of the number of people who are in prison at a
given time. These statistics are called `stock' statietics. But it is
important to notice that the size of these prison populations results
from considerable movements (of entering and going out of
institutions). These are covered by what are called the `flow' statistics.Z
These relate to the notion of entering prison rather than to the people
who are in prison.
Stock and flow prison statistics are often confused hut cover very
different notions. In order to obtain amore dynamic vision of the
studied prison populations it is sometimes interesting to make a
correlation between these two indicators. To do so, one has to

'The Council of Europe prefers the terms `detention rate' or `rate of imprisonment';
see Penological Information Bulletin (former Prison Information Bulletin). Sec also
Tournier 1994b, p. 91. In the US, the term `incarceration rate' is often used, but this term
refers as well to the amount of inmates who are in prison as to the persons who enter the
prison.
2About the differente between `flow' and `stock', see also Killias 1991, p. 481; Kuhn
1993.
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 65-75, 2000.
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introduce a third notion which concerns the length of the detention.
Indeed, one could consider that the number of detained people (who
are in prison) depends on the number of incarcerated people (who enter
the prison) and on the length of their stay. In other words, the stock is
a composition of the flow and the length:
Stock = Flow x Length
But as well as the length of the sentence the flow can be explained by
two different factors. Firstly, they could be due to a more or less
punitive criminal justice system and/or harsh judges, and secondly,
they could also depend on the type of crimes which have been
committed by the offenders. As a matter of fact, high crime rates are
often invoked to explain high prison populations; in recent years,
though, many criminologists have concluded that prisoner ratel are
to a great degree a function of criminal justice and social policies that
either encourage or discourage the use of incarceration.3 This article
will try to give an answer to the question: which of these three factors
(flow of entry into prison, length of sentences, or number of committed
crimes) influences the prisoner rate most?

THE DATA

Thanks to the European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice
Statistics complete data are available on prison populations,
convictions, offences and known offenders. This European data
collection will be used here to try to answer the main question of this
article. The different indicators which will be used to operationalise
the needed variables are the following:
- the `stock' statistics will be operationalised by the prisoner rate per
100,000 population on 1 September 1995, contained in Table 4.B.1
of the Sourcebook;

'For example, a survey of whether incarceration rates in six industrialised nations (England and Wales, West Germany, France, New Zealand, The Netherlands, and Sweden)
could be explained by national crime rates concluded that "only a smal] measure of the
differences in prison populations between one jurisdiction and another or the changes in
prison populations within particular jurisdictions leem to be related to crime ratel", Young
and Brown 1993, p. 33. In the same sense, see e.g. Killias 1991, p. 66; Morris 1991, p. 343;
Tonry 1999, pp. 8-10.
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- the flow' statistics will be operationalised by the total number of
unsuspended custodial sanctions imposed in 1995 for homicides
(Table 3.B.4.1), assault (Table 3.B.4.3), rape (Table 3.B.4.4), robbery (Table 3.B.4.5), theft (Table 3.B.4.6), burglary (Table 3.B.4.7),
and drug offences (Table 3.B.4.8);4
- the length of the sanctions will be operationalised by the average
length of the imposed custodial sanctions in 1995 for the above
mentioned crimes (Tables 3.B.4);
- the crime rate will be operationalised by the number of offences
known to the police for the above mentioned crimes in 1995 (Tables
1.B.1);
We will also use the number of offenders known to the police for the
above mentioned crimes (Tables 1.B.2) as an additional independent
variable, without knowing in advance if it is a flow variable, a crime
indicator, or an intermediate variable between the crime rate indicator
(number of offences known to the police) and the flow indicator (number
of unsuspended custodial sanctions imposed). The analysis presented
in this article bas been done on the Sourcebook data on our four main
variables.

THE ANALYSIS

The analyses performed on this database are the following:
- normality tests (Kolgomorov - Smirnov with Lilliefors sign level);
- bivariate correlations between the four variables considered for each
offence (Pearson's r and Spearman's Rho);
- partial correlations: stock by flow, length, and crime rate; for each
offence, controlling for the other independent variables;
- multiple regressions (stepwise and forced variable entries).

"As data on unsuspended custodial sanctions (Table 3.B.4 of the Sourcebook) are given in
absolute numbers, we have calculated the rates per 100,000 population using the figures
given in Table 1 A. Data on unsuspended custodial sanctions and average length of sanctions
(Tables 3.B.4) for Bulgaria and France refer to 1996. Thus, for these countries we will also
use the 1996 prisoner rate (Table 4.B.1), the 1996 figures for crime rates (Tables 1.B.1), and
the 1996 figures for population (Table IA). In accordance with the explanation of p. 110
(3.A.5) of the Sourcebook, and with the decision of the Experts to exclude some countries
that gave inconsistent data from the Tables, we did not include those countries in our analysis.
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THE RESULTs
We will only show here a part of the results of the above-mentioned
analysis. They will be presented in order. In other words, we will try
to make a progression from the most simple to the more complicated
ones. The first observation is that the following variables do not follow
a normal distribution:
- stock: prisoner rate;
- flow: unsuspended custodial sanctions for homicide, for assault,
and for rape;
- length: average length of custodial sanctions for assault and for
burglary (the latest analysis could not be performed because the
database contains only four valid cases);
- crime: crime rates for homicide, assault, theft, burglary, and drugs.
The bivariate correlations show that there is a problem of collinearity
- a significant correlation between independent variables - between
flow and rate of offences (for homicide only), between flow and rate
of offenders (for homicide and drug offences), and between rate of
offences and rate of offenders (for all offences). Table 1 shows the
main results of these bivariate analyses.
The multiple regression shows that the prisoner rate seems to be
explained significantly by one single variable (the flow) for homicide
(R2 = 0.98), rape (R2 = 0.91), and robbery (R2 = 0.93).5 For thefts it is
the average length of the sentence which is the only significant
independent variable (R2 = 0.59).6 For assaults all three variables add
a significant part of an explanation of the variance (see Table II).
In other words, the stock seems to be mostly related to the flow for
homicides, rape, and burglary, whereas it is related to the length of
imposed custodial sanctions for assault and theft. This is confirmed
by the partial correlation coefficients computed. Indeed, besides the
case of theft (where the correlation becomes non-significant but
remains strong), the magnitude of the correlation between the main
independent variable (that is, flow for homicide, rape and burglary,

'The fact that the two other independent variables do not play a role in the explanation of
the variances is confirmed by the multiple coefficients of determination (R2) obtained when
one forces them into the model: R2 = 0.98 for homicide, R2 = 0.90 for rape, and R2 = 0.96
for robbery.
6By forcing the two other variables into the model, one obtains an R2 = 0.62.
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Main results of the bivariate analysis between the stock indicator and respectively flow,
length and crime indicator (Pearson's r).
Flow

Length

Homicide
Assault

0.97 (P = 0.000)
0.15*

-0.03*

Rape
Robbery
Theft

0.93 (P = 0.000)
0.94 (P = 0.000)
0.61(P = 0.011)

0.10*

Burglary

0.52*

Drugs

-0.09*

0.94 (P = 0.000)
0.50*
0.78 (P = 0.007)
-0.20*

-0.04*

Crime rate
0.72 (P = 0.000)

-0.18*
0.04*
-0.09*
-0.22*
-0.21 *
-0.23*

*Non-significant.

and length for assault and theft) remains stable while controlling for
the other independent variables.'

COMMENTS

In fine with the current literature on this topic,8 our analysis shows that
the prisoner rate does not seem to be related to the crime rate. The
correlations are even mostly negative between those two variables.
But contrary to the whole modern literature on that matter,9 our results
suggest that the prisoner rate is mainly due to the number of custodial
sentences imposed (flow) rather than to the length of those sentences.

7"The magnitude of a partial correlation coefficient indicates the correlation or strength
of the relationship between a given independent variable and the dependent variable when
the linear effect of another independent variable is held constant or removed" (Bachman
and Paternoster 1997, p. 502).
BSee e.g. Young and Brown 1993, p. 33; Mauer 1994, p. 10, 1997, p. 19; "Crime rates
rise and fall according to laws and dynamics of their own and sanction policies develop and
change according to dynamics of their own: these two systems have not very much to do
with each other" (Ttirnudd 1993, p. 27); "Historians have long known that crime rates rise
and fall over extended periods for reasons that have little to do with crime control policies"
(Tonry 1999, p. 13).
9See e.g. Pease and Sampson 1977, p. 59; Fitzmaurice and Pease 1982, p. 576; Ashworth
1983, p. 335; Bottomley and Pease 1986, p. 96; Young 1986, p. 126; Killias 1987, 1991,
p. 66; Tournier 1987, p. 548, 1994a, p. 98; Landreville 1995, 1988, p. 296; Barré and
Tournier 1990; Robert and Tournier 1990, p. 87; Morris 1991, p. 101; Young and Brown
1993, pp. 17,44; Kuhn 1994a, 1994b, p. 102, 1995, p. 443; Snacken and Beyens 1994, pp.
88s; Tubex and Snacken 1995, p. 109.
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TABLE II
Contribution of the variables lenght, flow and crime to the variance of the prisoner rate.

Length
Flow
Crime

R2

Adjusted R2

0.908
0.968
0.992

0.893
0.956
0.985

R
0.953
0.246
-0.397

Sig.
0.000
0.027
0.030

But as a matter of fact, it does not seem possible that the most serious
crimes (homicide, robbery, and rape), which are relatively rare and
usually sanctioned by a long prison sentence, influence the prisoner
rate more by their numbers than by the length of the imposed sanction.
Our results seem to be influenced by three factors.
Firstly, almost all homicides (92%) and a lot of rapes (78%) and
robberies (70%) are sanctioned by a long custodial sentence (see Tables
3.B.3 of the Sourcebook). This introduces very little variance into the
flow factor for these offences.
Secondly, if our results seem to show that the prisoner rate is
correlated to the flow (that is, the number of unsuspended custodial
sentences) for those offeraces that lead mainly to long deprivation of
liberty (homicide, rape, and robbery), they allo show that the prisoner
rate is correlated to the length of the centences for offences where
sentences vary a lot across countries (assault and theft). Furthermore,
the correlation between prisoner rate and unsuspended custodial
sentences is moderate for burglary which occupies a middle position.
Those differences between serious and less serious offences may be
an effect of the prison populations renewal: the stock is not only
composed from those people who are entering the prison, but also from
those who remain in the prison from the year before. Even if serious
offences are more rare than less serious ones, in the long run the
remaining people are logically more numerous for offences that lead
to longer sentences than for offences that lead generally to shorter
ones. By making a transversal study on one year only, one loses the
effect of those cases.
Finally, the most important problem of our analysis is that we tried
to correlate and to explain the global prisoner rate by the flow and the
average length of the custodial sanctions for each single crime. This
is certainly methodologically wrong, but the data are what they are
and we know nothing about the prisoner rate by crime. The Sourcebook
divides the imposed sanctions by crimes but it does not give data about
the prison population by committed crime.
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GLOBAL ANALYSIS

As it seemed impossible to do partial analysis crime by crime, we tried
to transform the Sourcebook crime by crime data into a global length
indicator as well as into total flow and crime indicators. To do so we
had to omit burglary which, in principle, is already included in the
general category theft. But the problem is that there were only six
countries10 that gave the whole set of the necessary information to
combine all the crime by crime data into three global factors.
Therefore, it is not methodologically appropriate to do multiple
regression analysis. Nevertheless, the bivariate analysis is still feasible
for those countries on which, apart from prisoner rates information is
available for each offence on: number of offences known to the police
(n = 23), flow statistics (n = 15) and average length and total number
of unsuspended custodial sentences (n = 7).
First of all it is interesting to note that there is absolutely no correlation
between the crime rate and the prisoner rate. The non-significant
correlation (r = -0.27; Rho = -0.12) is even negative. If one excludes
the extreme case of Russia, one obtains the same results (r = -0.22;
Rho = -0.07; N.S.)."
The Pearson's correlation between the prisoner rate and the global
rate of unsuspended custodial sentences is positive and significant
(r = 0.63, P = 0.01; Rho = 0.60, P = 0.02). Nevertheless, if one excludes
the extreme case of Russia from the analysis, the correlation becomes
much smaller and non-significant (r = 0.37, P = 0.19; Rho = 0.50, P =
0.07).
If one correlates the prisoner rate with the average length of the
imposed custodial sentences, one obtains a strong positive and
significant correlation (r = 0.94, P = 0.00; Rho = 0.75, P = 0.05).
Nevertheless, here again, if one excludes Russia from the analysis,
one obtains a non-significant correlation. But this time the correlation
remains very strong (r = 0.64; Rho = 0.60) and seems to be nonsignificant only because of the very limited number of countries
included in the analysis (six countries only).

10France, Hungary, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, and Scotland.
"If one takes the rate of recorded offenders as independent variable, the results are very
similar: r =-0.10; Rho = 0.04, N.S. with Russia; and r =-0.10; Rho = 0.05, N.S. without
Russia.
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Figure 1. Correlation (Pearson's r) between prisoner rates and crime rates, with and without
Russia.
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Figure 2. Correlation (Pearson's r) between prisoner rates and flow (unsuspended custodial
sentences per 100,000 population), with and without Russia.
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Figure 3. Correlation (Pearson's r) between prisoner rates and average length of
unsuspended custodial centences, with and without Russia.

FINAL COMMENTS

The above analysis shows that the global prisoner rate depends much
more on the length of the imposed sanctions than on the number of
offenders sent to prison. Moreover, the prisoner rate does not depend
on the crime rate! Those interesting findings are in conformity with
the current literature on this matter. Therefore, they do not present a
real surprise.
But the surprise comes from the fact that these results could be
different from one offence to another. Not the crime rate, but the
incarcerations (number of entries) could be a better explanatory
factor of the prison population than the length of the imposed
sentences for the most serious crimes, whereas the length could be
a better explanatory factor for less serious crimes. Even if we have
serious doubts about the veracity of this hypothesis, and we found
several explanations for the distortions we got, this hypothesis should
be verified crime by crime by trying to get the partial prison
population for each crime and by looking at which of both independent variables explains the largest part of its variance. This was
unfortunately not possible on the basis of the current European
Sourcebook database.
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HANNS VON HOFER*

CRIME STATISTICS AS CONSTRUCTS: THE CASE OF SWEDISH
RAPE STATISTICS
ABSTRACT. Using Swedish tape statistics as a focus, this article aims to empirically describe
the way in which different factors affect official crime statistics produced at the national level.
It is argued that cross-national comparisons of crime levels are extremely hazardous when
based on official crime statistics, since the construction roles vary widely. International
comparisons of crime levels should as a tule be confined to fmdings of international victim
surveys. The example of rape statistics in Sweden-about three times higher when compared
to other countries in the European Sourcebook-is used to explain what factors can influence
statietics. Statistical, legal and substansive factors are to be taken into account. The author
shows that changes in statistical routines, the legal definition of tape and changes over time all
influence the statistica in a substansive way. This article indicates the great extent to which
crime statistics are a construct, whose appearance is very sensitive to the rules applied in the
process of construction. In order to employ statistics appropriately, a thorough knowledge of
the principles guiding this process is therefore essential.
KEY WORDS: crime statistica, rape

In the collation of European crime statistics initiated by the Council
of Europe, Sweden presents the highest number of police registered
rape offences by some considerable extent. In 1996, the average
number of rape offences registered in 35 European countries was 6.6
per 100,000 of population (see Table l), whilst Sweden presented a
level of 18.2 per 100,000 - almost three times the average. The
question is whether this means that Swedish women are on average
three times as likely to be raped as women in the rest of Europe.
The answer is no. A comparison of the crime statistics from the 35
countries does not justify such a conclusion since the statistica)
collection and collation procedures employed in the various countries
differ too greatly. Whilst comparisons of this kind do not require that
we have complete knowledge of all the details affecting the statietics
produced in the various countries, it is essential to have a good grasp
of the most important factors.
Using Sweden as a focus for the discussion, this article aims to
describe the way in which different factors can affect the crime statistics
*In collaboration with Gabriella Bremberg and Mats Sonefors, National Council for
Crime Prevention, Sweden. The opinions expressed in this article are exclusively those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of G. Bremberg, M. Sonefors or the
National Council for Crime Prevention, Sweden.
O European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 77-89, 2000.
Q 2000 KluwerAcademic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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TABLEI
European and Swedish offence statistics : Recorded rape offences, 1990-1996. Per 100,000
of population.
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Mean
Median
Minimum
Maximum

6.0
6.3
0.4
16.5

6.2
6.3
1.2
17.0

6.1
5.2
0.6
19.5

6.5
6.2
0.9
24.7

6.5
6.1
1.0
20.6

6.8
6.5
1.1
19.3

6.6
6.0
1.3
18.2

Sweden

16.5

17.0

19.5

24.7

20.6

19.3

18.2

31

33

33

35

36

35

35

Number of
countries

Source: Council of Europe (1999, Table 1.B.1.5)

produced at the national level. Our focus is exclusively methodological
and should not be seen as an attempt to explain away high Swedish
rape figures. As is pointed out in the article's conclusion, there is no
way of ruling out the possibility that the level of rape offences in
Sweden does in fact lie above the European average. Since Sweden
has a well-developed system for gathering and processing statietics,
however, it has been possible to simulate' a number of the effects that
result from the application of different rules in the collection of
statistics, and it is this simulation that provides the basis for this article.
There are essentially three types of factors that determine the outcome
of crime statistics: statistical factors; legal factors; and substantive
factors. The significance of these factors for rape statistics will now
be discussed, one factor at a time.

STATISTICAL FACTORS

At Which PointAre the Data Collected?
Crime statistics data can be collected at the time when the offence is
first reported, or later on. In Sweden, crime data are collected when
the offence in question is first reported, at which point the rubric under
which the offence should be classified may be rather unclear. The
version of events provided by the individual reporting the offence
functions as the exclusive basis for classification of the reported
offence, and in the case of rape it can be difficult to know exactly what
'The simulation was planned and carried out in June 1999 by Gabriella Bremberg and
Mats Sonefors.
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has happend. In the collation of crime statietics initiated by the Council
of Europe, Sweden is among the 15 countries (of 36) which choose
to collect data at the report stage. Thus the majority of countries (21)
choose a later point, when information relating to the offence in
question is somewhat clearer (Council of Europe 1999:1.C.1.1).
In Sweden, once an act has been registered as rape for example, it
retains this classification in the published crime statistics, even if later
investigations indicate that no crime has been committed or that the
offence must be given an alternative judicial classification.
The following illustrates the effect that the choice of registration point
can have. In 1997, a total of 1,7082 rape offences were registered. The
corresponding number once police investigations had been completed
was 1,434 offences (a drop of 16%). Sixty-four of the offences had
been re-classified whilst 11 offences previously registered in different
offence categories were re-classified as rape. In addition, the examination
of these cases showed that 42 of the reported rape offences did not
constitute crimes, and that in a further 179 incidents it was not possible
to confirm the presence of criminal conduct. It is questionable whether
all these cases can be assumed to be 'no-crimes', and it is in fact
unlikely that this is the case (Home Office 1999). The effect of such
`false positives' can nonetheless be assumed to account for somewhere
in the region of 7-8% of registered offences. The combined effect of
the choice of registration point would thus account for around 10%
of rape offences registered in the Swedish crime statistics.

How Are Offences Counted?
The problem of offence counts arises when two or more offences are
reported at the same time. In this context we find two different types
of problems.
Case 1: A woman arrives at a police station and reports having been raped several timer
by the same man on the same occasion or over a longer period of time. In Sweden, the
following statistical counting rules apply in such a situation: One offence for each person
raped. If one and the same person has been raped on a number of occasions, one offence
is counted for each occasion that can be specified. The number of sex-acts per occasion
has no bearing on the number of offences counted. If two or more perpetrators rape the
same person, one offence is counted for each perpetrator.

2A slight deviation from the number reported in Table 11 below.
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These rules show that Sweden applies a system of expansive offence
counts. Other countries may employ more restrictive methods of
counting. In extreme cases only a single offence will be counted, and
this seems to be the situation in at least 16 European countries according
the Council of Europe's presentation (Council of Europe 1999:1.C.1.1).
The empirical examination of the rape statistics for 1997 showed
the effect of `serial offences' (that is, more than one recorded offence
per reporting occasion) to be quite considerable in the Swedish context.
Such cases accounted for 246 reported rape offences in 1997, or 14%
of the total.
Case 2: A woman is raped and then murdered. In Sweden this appears in the crime
statistics as two offences: as a rape and as a murder, manslaughter or assault resulting in
death. An altemative way of counting would be to employ the principal offence rule and
register this as a single offence (e.g. as `sexual homicide' or simply as homicide).
According to the Council of Europe, a sizeable majority of at least 22 countries apply
this latter counting ('principal offence') Tule (Council of Europe 1999:1.C.1.1). In
empirical terras, such cases (rape in connection with other offences) are rare in association
with rape and thus do not have a significant effect on rape statistics.

Attempted rapes represent an exception here, however, and such
incidents (attempted rape not being the principal offence) accounted
for 8% of registered attempted rapes in Sweden in 1997. In Sweden
attempting, preparing, and conspiring to rape are all counted as
independent criminal acts in the statistica. This need not be the case
in the statistica produced in other countries. The Council of Europe's
presentation does not include any substantiated references to this
factor, however. In Sweden, the proportion of attempted rapes and
preparation offences comprised 23% of the total of reported rapes
registered in the official statistics.

To Which Point in Time Do Statistics Refer?
Statistics may refer to the year when the offence was committed, or to
the year when the offence was reported. The Council of Europe's report
does not mention this problem. In Sweden, the Jatter alternative is
employed, and the actual offence may have been committed (long)
before. This is significant in the case of rapes which take place in
relationships, for example, where the offence may be reported some
years after it occurred. In 1993, such a case accounted for the
simultaneous reporting of more than 100 specified acts of rape which
had been committed over a period of 10 years. None of these offences
took place during the year when the report was made. Rape statistics
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can thus contain significant time-lag effects which complicate
interpretations of annual variations (see Table II).

Changes in Statistical Routines
So far this presentation has shown that the model used to collect crimes
statistics in Sweden maximises the number of offences registered. The
fact that changes in the routines employed to produce statistica may
also have significant effects can be demonstrated by taking a look at
a time series presentation of Swedish rape statistics. In 1975, more
detailed rules were introduced to govern the presentation of offence
counts (SCB 1977, p. 35). When we use the Box-Jenkins technique
(AFS 1984) to model the series of rapes reported on a monthly basis
for the period January 1970 to December 1979, we find that the effect
of these rule changes accounts for an estimated 35% increase in the
level of offences registered per month: prior to the introduction of the
new rules, an average of around 50 offences were reported each month,
whereas this increased to around 70 offences per month following the
rule changes (see Figure 1). The model also suggests that this effect
did not occur immediately, but rather after a delay of a couple of
months.

LEGAL FACTORS

It is not only statistical factors which affect the registration of offeraces
in the official statistics; there are also legal factors which affect such
statistical outcomes. Such legal factors include inter alia the way the
crime itself is defined in the relevant legislation, as well as various
related aspects of the judicial process.

The Significance ofLegal Definitions
The concept of rape can be defined narrowly or in a more expansive
manner. In Sweden, the definition of rape has been successively
widened over the years. Rape within marriage was criminalised as early
as 1965 in Sweden, and in 1984 the rape concept was made genderneutral, which means that both heterosexual and homosexual acts are
now included under the rape rubric, and even men can now be raped
(by a woman or a man) in the eyes of the law. The range of acts which
constitute rape has been successively widened (most recently in 1998),
to include acts similar to intercourse, the mere threat of violence, and
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Figure 1. Intervention model of registered rape offences in Sweden, 1. 1. 1970-31.12.1979
(transformed monthly data), number of offences, unstandardised. Source: Official Swedish
Crime Statistics.

the removal of the requirement of an attempt to resist on the part of
the victim.
Sexual assaults on children can also be classified as rape in
Sweden. Thus in 1997, 252 rapes against children (persons under
15) were reported, along with 34 attempted rapes against this group.
The case reported above comprising over 100 specified acts of rape
related to a young man who had been sexually abused by his
stepfather over a period of many years (see the peak during 1993 in
Figure 2). These offences were thus perpetrated against a male
victim, and a large number of offences were classified - completely
in accordance with the relevant offence registration rules - as rapes
against a child.
Figure 2 also describes the effect that changes in the legislation have
had on official rape statistics. On 1 July 1992, a legislative change came
into force which shifted the dividing line between sexual assault and
rape. A larger number of acts would now be classified as rape. Figure 2
shows that this legislative change brought about a 25% increase in the
level of registered rape offences from 120 to 150 per month.
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Figure 2. Intervention model of registered rape offences in Sweden, 1.1.1990-31.12.1998
(transformed monthly data), number of offences, unstandardised. Source: Official Swedish
Crime Statistics.

The Effects of the Legal Process
One important question in this context is whether rape is an offence
which is only prosecuted in those cases where the victim is prepared
to press charges. This was (in part) the case in Sweden up until 1984
(that is, reported rapists were not automatically charged by the public
prosecutor). This situation may well have an effect on the appearance
of statistica, since if the victim is not prepared to press charges, the
incident may end up not being registered as a crime.
In Sweden, there also used to be a six-month limit on the time between
the offence and the latest point at which charges could be brought, which
was removed in 1984. It is possible that crimes for which charges can
no longer be brought may not be registered as offences. Had it been
reported prior to 1984, for example, the case of serial rape mentioned
above would not have found its way into the crime statistics.'

'Time-series analysis indicates (not shown here) that the many changes introduced into
Swedish rape legislation in 1984 have significantly increased the variance of monthly rape
reporting.
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The `Legality Principle' Rather Than the `Expediency Principle'
The prosecution system in Sweden is governed by the `principle
of legality' which means that as a rule, the police and the prosecution
service are required to prosecute all offences of which they become
aware. This can be assumed to lead to a more frequent registration
of offences than in systems where the inverse `expediency principle'
is employed or where the classification of offences is negotiable
(on the basis of `plea bargaining'). There have been no recent
empirical studies dealing with these questions in Sweden, however.
The above run-through of legal rules indicates that the Swedish
judicial system employs a rape concept with wide ranging
applicability. This too generates a higher level of registered rape
offences than in more `traditional' countries where the rage concept
only applies to offences committed against adults, against women,
and where intercourse has actually taken place, for example. The
rape statistics for 1993 provide a good summary illustration of the
interplay between legal definitions and statistical rules (see Table
II).
As has already been pointed out, the high figure recorded in 1993
is in large part the result of a single report relating to a young male
victim who had been sexually abused by his stepfather over a lO-year
period. This very special case describes in a nutshell a number of the
characteristics typical of Swedish crime statistics:
- it is the number of `alleged' offences that is counted, not victims or
cases; the victim was not a female, but rather a male;
- none of the offences had been committed during 1993, but rather
over the course of several years prior to this: the increase in rape
offences in 1993 and the subsequent reduction is thus in part illusory, being the result of this `over-reporting' in 1993;
- since a number of the offences had occurred prior to the victim's
fifteenth birthday, these offences - in accordance with statistical
rules - were classified and registered under the rubric `rage, of a
person under 15 years of age'.

TABLE II
Number of registered rape offences in Sweden, 1990-1998 by year.

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1410

1462

1688

2153

1812

1707

1608

1692

1998 (sic!)
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SUBSTANTIVE FACTORS

Here we refer not only to the number of `actual offences' committed
(which may be very difficult to specify because of the secluded
character of many rape offences) but also such factors as the
propensity to report and to register offences, which can be assumed
to vary between different countries.

The Propensity to Report Offences
In countries where rape remains associated with a strong taboo and a
high level of shame, the propensity to report such offences probably
tends to be lower than in countries characterised by a higher level of
sexual equality. Reporting propensities would also be expected to vary
in relation to the level of confidence that the public has in the police
and judicial authorities. A police corps with a good reputation `produces'
a higher propensity to report crime than a police corps which inspires
fear and distrust or which is discredited in the eyes of the public. The
findings of the ICVS international victim surveys indicate that the
respondents' satisfaction with police response on reporting `sexual
incidents' is above average in Sweden (Mayhew and Van Dijk 1997:
Appendix 4, Table 13), while the propensity to report such incidents is
average (Mayhew and Van Dijk 1997: Appendix 4, Table 9).
In domestic discussions in Sweden, it has also been contended that
increases in the registered rape statistics in modern times are linked to
the improved legal and social position of women with regard to the
prosecution of rape offences. Increases in the level of registered rapes
might thus be indicative of a somewhat paradoxical state of affairs: the
improved legal protection leads to an increase in the level of reported
offences, and thus increases in the level of registered offences and
thereafter allo in the number of convictions, with no need for the level
of actual offences to have increased to a corresponding degree. Swedish
statistics relating to convictions can in part be interpreted in this way.
Figure 3 describes the trends in Swedish rape convictions over the
course of the period 1842-1998. It is clear that a shift of some kind in
the size of the dark figure ought to have taken place between the midnineteenth century and the end of the twentieth century. It would not
be reasonable to assume that there were virtually no rapes in Sweden
in the middle of the last century. There were in fact no rape convictions
at all registered in the conviction statistics in 1842, and for a time thereafter
only a handful each year. At the same time, it is indisputable that following
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Figure 3. Persons convicted of rape in Sweden per 100,000 population, 1842-1998.
Source: Official Swedish Crime Statistics.

the Second World War, Swedish courts have found reason to convict
increasing numbers for rape offences. It is impossible to say exactly how
much of this post war increase is the result of changes in the number of
offences actually committed, or of changes in the propensity to report such
offences, in investigation routines, or in the relevant legislation.

The Propensity to Register Offences
The corollary to the general public's propensity to report offences is
the propensity to register offences on the part of the recording
authorities. It is reasonable to assume that there are considerable crossnational variations in such propensities (see e.g. Langan and
Farrington 1998). At this time, however, there are no recent Swedish
studies examining the police's propensity to register reported offences.

Actual Crime Levels
The time has finally come to look at the question of the effect of the
actual number of offences committed. We cannot rule out the
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possibility that Sweden does in fact have a higher level of rape offences
than countries where the social control of women remains rather more
rigorous when it comes to the freedom of movement enjoyed by
women alone outside the home, for example, or the degree to which
women are able to spend time alone with other men. Whether or not
this is in fact the case, however, is not something which can be decided
on the basis of official crime statistics. For this, internationally
comparable victim surveys are required (which are fraught with
methodological problems of their own).

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of a number of statistical, legal and substantive factors make
it safe to contend that the Swedish rape statistics constitute an `overreporting' of the level of such offences relative to the European
average. At the same time, the Swedish rape statistics indicate that we
are unlikely to find a practicable means of estimating the extent to
which the Swedish statistical model over-reports such offences, since
such over-reporting is not only a function of the technical rules
affecting crime counts, but is also dependant on a number of other
factors including the definition of the rape concept, the propensity to
report and to register offences, and so forth.
Generally speaking then, cross-national comparisons of crime levels
are extremely hazardous to the extent that they are based on official
crime statistics.4 Homicide statistics are commonly presented as an
exception in this context - particularly since there are internationally
standardised cause of death statistics with which the crime statistics
can be compared.s In my opinion, comparisons of crime levels for
offence types other than homicide should as a rule be confined to the
findings of international victim surveys.
Does this mean that official crime statistics are completely worthless
in the cross national context? The answer is no. Crime statistics can
be employed both legitimately and usefully in the study of time series

"However, they are used anyway- armed with due caveats, sec e.g. Kangaspunta et al.
1998; Newman 1999.
SThe correlation coefficient (Pearson) for homicide data recorded in police and in cause
of death statistics is 0.95 (1990, n = 25), 0.89 (1991, n = 27), 0.93 (1992, n = 27), 0.94
(1993, n = 29), 0.96 (1994, n = 30), 0.95 (1995, n = 28) and 0.98 (1996, n = 23) [Council
of Europe, 1999: Table 1.B.1.2 and Table 1.B.1.31.
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- in order to describe trends in the level of reported offences over
longer periods of time, since the mid-1970s, for example. This is the
case as long as the rules governing the production of statistics and
the legai definitions used have not changed too greatly, or have
changed only in ways which it is possible to run controls for.
This article has indicated the great extent to which crime statistics
are a construct (see e.g. Hindess 1973; Jupp 1989; Coleman and
Moynihan 1996), whose appearance is very sensitive to the rules
applied in the process of construction. In order to employ statistics
appropriately, a thorough knowledge of the principles guiding this
process is therefore essential. One of the characteristics that distinguishes
modern Swedish crime statistics is the expansive way in which crimes
are counted. The reasons for this are probably twofold. In part the
offence concept employed in Sweden is legalistic (Persson 1973)
rather than being characterised by a more case-based criminological
or bureaucratic perspective, whilst the early introduction in Sweden
of electronic data processing (1965) has facilitated the use of more
complicated methods for gathering data.
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CRIMES AND THE NEED FOR SANCTION CAPACITY IN
THE NETHERLANDS: TRENDS AND BACKGROUNDS

ABSTRACT. This article presents recent trends in, and forecasts of, the need for sanction
capacity in the Netherlands. Different types of crime show different trends at the moment.
The need for prison capacity is still growing hut at a smaller rate than before. The Jukebox1 model, which is used for (a part of) the forecasts, is described. It relates the trends in the
capacity needed for prisons and task-sanctions for adults to trends in crime and law
enforcement activities. Trends in crime are in turn related to demographic and socio-economic
factors and law enforcement performance indicators. Some policy simulations with the
model are sketched.

KEY WORDS: crime trends, forecast, prison capacity, sanction capacity, scenario study

Policy makers and planners of law enforcement agencies prefer to
know which developments in the need for sanction capacity can be
foreseen. This is essential for planning the capacity some years in
advance. Unexpected rises in the needed capacity cause delays in
executing punishments and the unwanted release of suspects of more
severe crimes who are awaiting trial; whereas too high an estimate of
the capacity needed in the years to come, leads to the building of too
many prisons, youth homes etcetera and unnecessary costs. In addition,
policy makers wish to know the background to the developments in
capacity need, in order to judge the possibilities of influencing them
by changing policies.
With this in mind the Research Centre of the Dutch Ministry of
Justice (WODC) attempts to receive information and to give insight
into the developments of the need for sanction capacity in the
Netherlands together with the background. In the first section lome
trends and recent published forecasts of this capacity need are given.
In addition the main elements of the model which is used to make the
forecasts of the need for prison cell capacity are outlined. The model
pays particular attention to background factors of demographic and
socio-economie type, and to the related developments in the number
of crimes. The next section focuses empirically on these trends in the
background factors and the different types of crime in both the past
and near future. Also the results of some policy simulations with the
model are described.
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A recent report of the WODC presents forecasts for the period 19992003 (Steinmann et al. 1999). The sanctions involved are partly in the
sphere of compulsory services to the community or to victims
(extramural), and partly in the sphere of imprisonment or compulsory
psychiatric treatment (intramural). Extramural sanctions for juveniles
in the case of minor crimes can be handled by the police (so-called
Halt-settlements); in more serious cases the courts are involved and
they can give a community service order, that is, a compulsory task
to be fulfilled by the convicted juvenile (so-called task-sanction). The
last type of sanction is also possible for adults.
Intramural sanctions for juveniles involve placement in judicial
homes for juveniles. These placements can be either according to penal
law (convictions for crimes) or to civil law (absence of sufficient parental
care). Intramural sanctions for adults are executed in prisons or in homes
for compulsory psychiatric treatment. A special group in prison consists
of illegal foreigners, who are kept in custody awaiting their expulsion.
The forecast of the required prison capacity made in 1998, clearly
overestimated the capacity needed in 1998 (Ministry of Justice 1998a).
This was partly due to the Pact that reliable and up-to-date data on prison
sentences given by the courts, were lacking at that time. This
emphasises the importance of good quality up-to-date quantitative
information for improving forecast accuracy. For the results presented
here, revised and new data could be used.
There is traditionally some variation in forecasting methodology
over the various types of sanctions. The WODC tries to enhance the
uniformity and consistency of the forecasting methodology. In addition
it tries to improve the transparency of the backgrounds of the forecast
results. So the Jukebox-1 model (see below) is used to make forecasts
of the capacity need for prison cells and task-sanctions. Forecast
methodology in other areas of judicial sanctions is roughly based on
relevant demographic developments and trends over the last 10 years.
The background of these trends is not elaborated upon.
Table I sets out the forecasts for the sanctions involved. It shows
that growth is expected in all areas. The sanctions for juveniles will
grow faster according to the forecasts than those for adults. The
expected growth of the number of juveniles in the relevant age group
(12-17 years) is a main cause here. In addition, the numbers of juvenile
suspects per capita, as well as the intensity of sanctions per juvenile
suspect, continue to grow. The intensity of sanctions regarding adult
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TABLEI

Forecasts of various sanctions (annual average of capacity need).
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Growth in
percentages
1998-2003

Halt-settlements
21,000
Task-sanctions juveniles
10,800
Judicia] homes for juveniles
1,590
Task-sanctions adults
16,800

22,500
11,600
1,780
17,800

24,100
12,500
2,000
18,900

26,000
13,400
2,200
19,800

27,900
14,500
2,380
20,600

30,100
15,700
2,540
21,300

43
45
59
27

Prisons (excluding custody

11,600

11,800

12,100

12,300

12,500

12,700

10

Custody of illegal foreigners

1,120

1,210

1,300

1,390

1,480

1,570

40

Homes for compulsory

1,130

1,180

1,240

1,300

1,340

1,390

23

1998

of illegal foreigners)

psychiatric treatment

suspects is also growing, but there are partially countervailing
tendencies: the number of property crimes is no longer increasing. In
addition the rise of the severity in sanctions, which took place in the
early 1990s, may have come to a halt.
Compared to the growth of the actual capacity needed in the last
five years, the anticipated growth is less for prisons, and task-sanctions
(both for juveniles and for adults) and to a lesser extent, for homes
for compulsory psychiatric treatment and Halt-settlements. However,
the growth of the capacity need for judicial homes for juveniles and
custody of illegal foreigners is higher in the forecasts than it was in
the previous five-year period.
It should be noted that possible effects of new policies are not included
in these forecasts. That is to say, as far as they are really new and have
not yet influenced trends in the past. So various plans to decrease the need
for cel] capacity by substituting (parts of) prison sentences by sanctions
which are executed outside prisons, have not been taken into account.'

MODELLING THE NEED FOR PRISON CELL CAPACITY

Structure of the Model
The forecast presented above is of, among other things, the need for
prison cell capacity in the Netherlands in the years to come is based

'These policy plans include a further increase in task-sanctions and the execution of the
last part of prison sentences outside the prison in a special job arrangement or by electronic
house arrest.
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on a model - Jukebox-1 - which was developed in 1997 to get a better
understanding of the determinants of prison cell capacity (Ministry of
Justice 1997; Van Tulder and Van der Torre 1999).2 To that end the
model links the variable to be explained (here: the need for prison cell
capacity) to a number of `explaining variables'.
In formulating a macro model for a criminal justice system, one must
bear in mind that action in one part of the system has consequences
for the other parts. If the police clear up more crimes, if the public
prosecutor receives more cases and if the cases are not dropped, then
the judge has to handle more cases too. Subsequently, if more prison
sentences are meted out, more cells are needed. The greater the
probability of being arrested by the police and the fact that more
criminals are in prison (incapacitation effect), will possibly reduce
crime. This in turn will affect the activities of the police. From this point
the reasoning can be repeated. We therefore ultimately need a
simultaneous and interrelated model. Figure 1 shows the structure of
the Jukebox-1 model. The plus and minus signs in the figure indicate
the direction of the relations involved.
Figure 1 shows that the model covers the whole `chain' of law
enforcement agencies from crime and crime solutions by the police
to punishments meted out by the courts. The model consists of six
`submodels', related to six types of crime: violent crimes; petty thefts;
aggravated theft; driving under the influence; drug trafficking; other
crimes. Driving under the influence and drug trafficking are generally
victimless crimes and are therefore treated differently from the other
types. The output of each submodel is the number of prison sentences
differentiated in five classes of sentence length.
The first part of each submodel links the number of victimising
crimes of various types per capita, to two types of factors:
demographic, social and economic factors, which are autonomous,
that is, exogenous to the law enforcement system; and characteristics
of the activities of the law enforcement system.
The selection of autonomous factors incorporated in the model is
based on two grounds: theoretical notions in criminology that indicate
whether a factor might be relevant; and the empirical relationship
which can be assessed consistent with these theoretical notions. Because
the relations are estimated by means of time-series analysis (from 1956

2The original version of the Jukebox- 1 model was developed by Frank van Tulder and
Ab van der Torre at the Dutch Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP).
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to 1998) at aggregate level (for the Netherlands as a whole), this means
that the presence of sufficient historical macro data about these factors
is a preliminary condition for incorporating them into the analysis.
The autonomous factors in the model can be split into three types.
The demographic factors include: the proportion of young men (aged
12-35) in the population, the proportion of divorced people and the
proportion of non-native people. The socio-economic factors are: the
proportion of unemployed and disabled people, the average income,
and an indicator of the inequality of income distribution.3 Finally there
are some social factors of a more intermediate nature: the number of
motor vehicles per capita and the proportion of drugs addicts.
Two remarks about these variables can be made. The first one is that
the interpretation of the effects of variables in terms of causal
relationships, is not always clear cut. For example, the effect of the
proportion of divorced people may be a measure of the consequences
of broken families on crime, but it may also be a measure of more general
developments in society, which could be harmful to social cohesion.
The second remark is that the measurement of some variables is
problematic. This is mainly so with the number of drug addicts, which
could only be based on the recorded number of treatments by hospitals.
The number of non-natives is, for a large part of the estimation period,
approximated by the number of people with non-Dutch nationality.
The characteristics of the activities of the law enforcement system are:
- the probability of being arrested;
- the probability of being punished if arrested;
- the probability of being locked up in prison if punished;
- the average term of imprisonment if applied.
The first two variables have to do with possible deterrent effects of
the probability of apprehension and punishment. The other two
variables measure the possible deterrence and incapacitation effects
of imprisonment. These characteristics are on the one hand `explaining'
factors in the equations concerning the number of crimes. On the other
hand they are `explained' in the other three parts of the model.
The probability of being arrested is elaborated in relationships
modelling the production structure of the police force. The endogenous
output variables are the numbers of cases solved out of the six types
of crime considered (victimising and victimless). Inputs are fixed by
the government, and are thus treated here as exogenous to the system.
'The Theil income inequality measure is used.
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The probability of being punished if arrested is determined by
relationships modelling the production structure of the public
prosecutions department and the courts. As with the police, inputs are
fixed by the government, and are therefore treated as exogenous to
the system.
Finally, the probability and length of prison sentences per type of
crime is described. This happens through simple relations concerning
trends in the percentages of prison sentences of various time lengths.
There is too little knowledge about the macro determinants of trends
in severity of sentences to incorporate `explaining' variables here
in a meaningful way. These relations are estimated empirically by
time-series analyses for the Netherlands as a whole over the period
1956-1998. The data have been collected from various sources, but
mainly from statistical publications of the Dutch Central Office for
Statistics (CBS).
Empirical Relations
Table II sets out information about the modelled relations between the
explaining variables and the need for prison cell capacity in quantitative
terms. It indicates which effect an increase of each of the explaining
variables with 1%, has on the six types of crime and the need for prison
cell capacity.4 For example: the last row shows that a rise of 1% in the
TABLE II
Effect of `explaining variables' on 6 types of crime and the need for prison cell capacity (in
percentages).'
Violent

Petty

Aggravated Drunk

Drugs

Other

Need for

crimes

thefts

thefts

driving

trafficking

crimes

prison
capacity

Young men (aged 12-35)

0.0

2.9

0.0

-

-

1.3

0.3

Divorced men
Number of non-natives

0.4

0.7

0.0

-

-

0.0

0.0

-0.6

-

-

0.1
0.0

-0.1

Unemployed and disabled

0.1

0.2

0.2

1.3

-

-

0.3

0.2

Average income

-0.0

0.2

-0.2

-

-

-0.2

-0.0

Income inequality
Number of motor vehicles
Drugs addicts (proxy)
Police input
Courts (incl. PPO) input

0.7
0.0
0.0
-0.0
-0.1

0.3
0.0
0.2
-0.1
0.0

0.3
0.0
0.2
-0.0
-0.1

0.7
0.3
0.0

0.9
0.1
0.0

0.4
0.0
0.0
-0.1
-0.1

0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3

-in a cell indicates that this relation is not incorporated in the model.
4The presented effects relate to the year 2003 (the end of the forecast period).
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input of the courts means an estimated 0.1 % fall in the number of violent
crimes and a 0.3% rise in the needed prison cell capacity.
The first row shows that some types of crime and the need for prison
cell capacity are sensitive to demographic factors, especially the
proportion of young and divorced men in the population, to economic
factors such as unemployment and income inequality, and to the input of
the courts. The effect of the proportion of non-native people is contrary
to expectations. This is, however, not necessarily in contradiction with
the fact that many prisoners in the Netherlands are non-natives. For it is
perfectly possible that the related causes are in the social sphere (e.g. high
unemployment rates, low income) rather than in the cultural sphere.
The effect of average income on the total capacity need is also small
and statistically not clear. This variable is found to have influence in
both types of property crimes and the heterogeneous group of other
crimes. The sign is sometimes positive, sometimes negative. The effect
of income inequality is more univocal: more inequality coincides with
more crime. These results may be due to the effects of two combined
factors. On the one hand higher incomes and resulting prosperity will
lead to the availability of more goods which can be stolen (opportunity).
On the other hand the possibility of earning a better income legally
will decrease the propensity to enter the illegal circuit.
The number of drug addicts has a clear effect on property crimes
and drug trafficking. The estimated effect on the need for cell capacity,
however, is small.5
It is noteworthy that a 1% increase of input into the courts (including
the Public Prosecutors Offices) has a considerably larger effect than a
similar increase of police inputs. Partly this has to do with the relatively
modest estimated effect on the number of crime solutions of an
increase in police inputs. So far as such an increase takes place, it also
has a deterrent effect on crime, which leads to a reduction of the rise
in needed cell capacity.
However, it should be noted that the results may be partly attributable
to the relative crudeness of the measurement of some variables
involved. For example, the inputs of police and courts could not be
restricted to that part related to crimes or penai cases.

SThis has to do both with the relative share of various types of crime and with the way
that the number of crimes is transformed into punishments. With drugs trafficking for
example the inputs into the courts are a more important determinant of the number of
punishments than the number of solved crimes.
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FORECASTS WITH THE MODEL

Trends in Background Variables
Figure 2 shows the proportion of young men, divorced people and
non-native people in the total Dutch population from 1980-2003.6
The forecasts are based on the medium variant of the demographic
projections of the Central Bureau of Statistics. The ligure shows the
trends in index numbers, with 1980 = 100.
The trend in demographic variables is rather smooth. The proportion of young men (aged 12-35) decreases steadily, whereas the
proportion of divorced and non-native people grows. The model
shows a positive relation between crime and the proportion of the
three demographic groups in the figure.' Thus the decline of the
number of young men is expected to have a crime reducing effect
in itself. Whereas the continuing growth of the number of divorced
and non-native people will have a crime increasing effect. The total
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Figure 2. Demographic trends.

6The Jukebox-1 model is based on time series from 1957 onwards. Up until 1990 there
are no time-series data about the number of non-natives. Therefore until 1990 the number of
people of foreign nationality is used as a proxy.
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effect of demographic factors on crime is according to the estimates
minus 10% in the period 1997-2003. The estimated effect on the
needed prison cell capacity is less: minus 4%.
Figure 3 shows in the same way, the main socio-economic
developments, in the past and near future. Most of the forecasts in this
sphere are from the Dutch Central Planning Bureau. A forecast of the
income inequality is based on simple extrapolation. Figure 3 shows
that real per capita income has risen after some decline at the beginning
of the 1980s. The number of unemployed and disabled rose at the
beginning of the 1980s, remained high until 1994 and decreased
clearly afterwards. Over the next few years no spectacular developments
are foreseen. The income inequality rose steadily from 1985.
Unemployment and income inequality show a positive relationship
with the number of crimes. With the average income the picture is
dependent on the type of crime. According to the model the total effect

Figure 3. Socio-economic trends.
'It is important to realise that this does not necessarily mean that these groups themselves commit the crimes. The size of the group may be an indication of social developments, which cause crime. For example, the number of divorced may be a measure of (the
absence of) social cohesion.
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of the economic trends on total crimes and needed cell capacity for
the period 1997-2003 is very modest: minus 1% and plus 2%
respectively.
Figure 4 shows the trends in police and courts input (including the
Public Prosecutors Offices) in the same way.8 The inputs are a mix of
volume of labour and material inputs.9 The input into the courts show
a fast growth, which will continue in the years to come. According to
the model, the total effect on crime of this growth in input is (by means
of effects on the solution and conviction rates), approximately minus
2% in the period 1997-2003. The effect on the needed prison cell
capacity is positive: plus 4%.

Trends in Crime
The aforementioned forecasts of demographic and socio-economic
trends and the police and court inputs are combined with the relations
of the Jukebox-1 model. This results (as a step to forecasting the need
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Figure 4. Trends in police and courts (including public prosecutors offices) inputs.

$The trends are based on the budget estimates of the Ministry of the Interior and the
Ministry of Justice at the end of 1998.
9Labour costs are deflated with a wage cost index, white the other costs are deflated with
a price index.
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for cell capacity) in a forecast of the trends in crime for 1997-2003.
Figure 5 outlines these forecasts for four types of crime, as well as the
trends from 1980. The numbers relate only to the crimes which are
recorded by the police. So, especially with the less serious crimes, a
dark number remains outside our scope. As before, the figure shows
trends in index numbers (1980=100).
The trends in the four distinct types of crime are clearly different.
The violent crimes and the (heterogeneous group of) other crimes show
the fastest growth. The number of cases of aggravated theft shows a
rise until the mid-1990s, but is now declining. The number of petty
thefts is shown as falling already from the very start of the 1990s.
The forecasts show a continuing rise in the number of violent and
other crimes, and a continuing fall in the number of petty thefts. The
number of aggravated thefts shows a varying picture in the forecast.
A decline in the beginning, which changes into a rise. This type of
crime is the most sensitive to the economic trends: according to the
model the isolated effect of socio-economic trends is minus 6% here
from 1997-2003. The fall in the number of unemployed and disabled
people was an important factor in the fall of the number of aggravated
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Figure 5. Trends in (recorded) crimes, after 1997 forecast crimes.
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thefts in the mid-1990s, and remains so with the decline in the first
year of the forecast.

SOME POLICY SIMULATIONS

Above we have showed the forecasts for the necessary prison cell
capacity, and the number of crimes. These forecasts were based,
among other things, on the budgets of the police and courts planned
by the government and with no other changes in policies. We will
call this the `base line scenario'. The model can also be used to
estimate the effects of some alternative scenario, in which some
changes in policy take place. For example, in preparation for the
formation of a new Dutch cabinet in 1998, it was used to sketch two
policy scenarios: a `police-scenario', in which criminal investigation
and prosecution are intensified, and a `sanction scenario', in which
sentences and especially prison sanctions are applied more often
(Ministry of Justice 1998b).10
The effects which are estimated here relate to the year 2002. Of
course these policies have consequences for the necessary inputs of
police, courts and prisons. With both scenarios it is assumed that in
2002 (at the end of the regular governing period of the Dutch cabinet)
an additional annual amount of 500 million Dutch guilders will be
available for the pursuit of these policies.'1

The Police Scenario
In comparison with the base line scenario the police scenario
incorporates both a general increase of police inputs and an increase
which is especially directed at an increase in the crime solution rates.
- A general increase of the size of the Dutch police force with a total
of 2,600 labour years (100,000 Dfl. per employee).
- A specific increase in the number of criminal investigators with, in
total, 2,200 labour years.
- This expansion of the police force will have consequences for the
work load of the courts and prisons. To keep conviction rates and
10These estimates were made with an earlier, slightly different, version of the Jukebox1 model (see Ministry of Justice 1998a, 1998b).
"It was approximately this amount of money, which lome large political parties wished
to spend extra to police and law enforcement, according to their election manifestos.
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punishments equal, an expansion of input into the courts and prisons is also part of this scenario.

The Sanction Scenario
In the sanction scenario the number of convictions and severity of
punishments is increased, in comparison with the base line scenario.
- The probability of punishment increases with 3% annually. This
means that the number of convictions rises as a percentage of the
number of crime solutions.
- The probability of a conviction to imprisonment increases with 3.5%
annually. This means that the number of prison centences rises as a
percentage of the number of sentences.
- The average length of prison sentences increases with 3.5% annually.
In other words: more suspects are convicted, more prison sentences
are given and these sentences are longer. Of course the input of the
courts and prisons have to increase to enable these policies to be
effective.

Results
Table III sets out the financial consequences for the police, courts and
prisons and the crime reducing effects in the two scenarios. In the
police scenario only a slight increase in input to the courts and prisons
is necessary in order to keep conviction and punishment rates constant.
As already mentioned earlier, the `chain effect' is moderate. The crime
reducing effect of this scenario is less than 2% in 2002. The sanction
scenario includes additional inputs of approximately 200 million
guilders to the courts and 300 million to the prisons. The crime reducing
TABLE III

Two scenarios: additional inputs and crime reducing effects in 2002.
Scenario

Extra input (million
Dfl.) police

Extra input (million
Dfl.) courts and

Total extra input law
enforcement system

Crime reducing
effect (percentage)

17

500

-1.7

500'

500

-4.2

prisons

Police
Sanctions

483
0

'That is, 190 million Dfl. to courts and 310 million Dfl. to prisons.
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effect of this scenario is approximately 4% and clearly larger than that
of the police scenario.
So the model indicates that policies directed towards increasing
sanctions will be more cost effective than those directed at putting
more input into the criminal investigation process of the police. This
might be surprising, because the probability of punishment (which is
influenced in the police scenario) is generally found to have more
impact on the crime rate than the severity of punishment (which is
influenced to a large extent in the sanction scenario). This is also true
in the Jukebox-1 model. Nevertheless the sanction scenario is more
effective, because the effect of more police input on solutions rates is
relatively modest, and more solutions have more cost consequences
than have harsher punishments.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This article began with the presentation of recent trends and forecasts
of the need for sanction capacity in the Netherlands. These forecasts
have been made to improve the planning of the Ministry of Justice.
The need for sanction capacity is growing in all sectors, especially with
the sanctions for juveniles. The predicted growth in needed prison cell
capacity is clearly lens than was expected some years ago.
The second part of the article dealt with the Jukebox- 1 model, which
is used in (a part of) these forecasts. This model relates the trends in
the capacity needed for prisons and task-sanctions for adults, to trends
in crime and law enforcement activities. Trends in crime are in turn
related to demographic and socio-economic factors and law
enforcement performance indicators (solution rates, conviction rates,
etcetera).
Crime trends can be sketched and interpreted according to the
findings in the model. The number of violent crimes is expected to
show a further rise, whereas the number of petty thefts has decreased
in the past and is expected to decrease further. The number of
aggravated thefts shows a more varying picture. The number of this
type of crime has decreased over the last years under the influence of
a declining number of unemployed, but is expected to rise in the years
to come.
Finally it has been shown that the model can be used to estimate
(simulate) the crime reducing effects of different policy options: more
input to the police, or more and more severe sanctions with corresponding
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additional input into the courts and prisons. The model estimates that
in the Dutch situation the last option is the most cost effective: with
the same costs, the crime reducing effects are higher.
Though the practical usefulness of the Jukebox-1 model is illustrated
in this way, we have to bear in mind that the model is far from perfect.
Much remains to be done to improve our understanding of the relations
in the field of law enforcement. As was shown in the past, there will
always be forecasting errors.12
The WODC has tried to improve forecast methodology and
information. Two independent research centres evaluated the Jukebox1 model. The conclusion was that the model is suitable for forecasting
and policy advice, but that improvements can be made. The improvement
of available data and the frequent up-dating of these data, as well as
the use of external analyses results, are important fields of attention.
In addition, the WODC plans to extend the areas in which explanatory
models such as Jukebox-1 can be used.
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FALSE PROFITS: WHY PRODUCT COUNTERFEITING IS
INCREASING

ABSTRACT. Product counterfeiting has grown in scope, scale and complexity in the last
two decades, and now affects many areas of manufacturing and retailing from clothes and
CDs to items such as shampoo and vehicle components. Based on a wide range of interviews
in the UK, this article argues that despite recent legislative change and increased criminal
penalties for counterfeiters, enforcement is haphazard, resource problems often dictate that
no criminal prosecution is undertaken, and actual penalties remain low. Moreover, questions
of whether or not a particular item is counterfeit have become greatly complicated by the
development of outsourcing and the rise of parallel trading. These points suggest that
counterfeiting is likely to grow in the future.
KEY WORDS: counterfeiting, law enforcement, legislation

Many different types of counterfeit product have become available in
the last 15 years or so. Garments, watches, perfumes, software, videos
and CDs have been the principal areas of counterfeiting; but virtually
every manufacturing sector has experienced some problems, with
counterfeits known to exist even for products such as shampoo and
washing powder. This article' draws on interviews and fieldwork with
15 Trading Standards offices in England and Wales, 11 companies,
nine anti-counterfeiting agencies, and a variety of other sources, and
argues that counterfeiting has become more common over the last
couple of decades largely due to the Jack of a coherent policing
structure, the growth of subcontracting or `outsourcing', and ineffectual
application of new legislation.
A `counterfeit' is, in essence, an article that displays a trade mark
the manufacturen is not entitled to use, or a very close copy that could
easily be confused with it. We are probably all familiar with items such
as the cheap copies of `designer' watches and clothing sold in tourist
destinations around the world. However, the term `counterfeit' can
'A longer version of this article was presented at the British Criminology Conference,
Liverpool, UK, in July 1999. Funding for the project on which this article is based was
kindly provided by The Leverhulme Trust. Views expressed in this article may not reflect
those of the Trust.
European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 8: 107-115, 2000.
© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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equally well be applied to products such as unbranded vehicle parts
sold in recycled or counterfeit packaging, and, perhaps oddly, genuine
items such as fashion over-runs (that is, contracted-out production in
excess of agreed figures) released onto the market without the
knowledge and permission of the trade mark owner.
It has been claimed that counterfeiting accounted for 3-4% of world
trade in the 1980s, and 5-7% in the 1990s. These percentages may
be overestimates (see Vagg and Harris 1998) but it is clear from our
own data and other sources (e.g. Clark 1997) that the picture of a rapid
upward trend in counterfeiting is correct. However, different
manufacturing areas have been affected at different times. For example,
in the UK, counterfeit videos were common in the early 1980s but
have now largely disappeared due to enforcement action by the
industry (this is almost the only industry where enforcement has been
effective), coupled with price cuts in retail video sales that have
reduced the differential between genuine and counterfeit items (see
Vagg and Harris 1998). Meanwhile, the counterfeit garment market
has become increasingly prominent over the last few years as
`designer' items, with their high profit margins for retailers, have
become more popular. Much of what follows therefore concerns the
garment industry.
The production and sale of counterfeit items constitute criminal
offences in most countries worldwide. Moreover, the World Trade
Organization Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS), which entered into force on 1 January 1995,
required participants to implement or overhaul anti-counterfeiting
legislation. In England and Wales, the Trade Marks Act 1994 was
passed in anticipation of TRIPS, though also as a result of commercial
lobbying. It substantially increased the available criminal penalties for
the unauthorised use of trademarks and the possession of counterfeits
for sale or hire. The maximum prison sentence for these offences rose
from six months to 10 years. That said, previous legislation, the Trade
Descriptions Act 1968, remains in force and is still widely used by
Trading Standards Officers seeking to circumvent the expense of
undertaking prosecutions under the terms of the Trade Marks Act.'

2The Trade Marks Act allo restated a range of other offences, including those of making
a false entry in the register of trade marks, and falsely representing that a mark is a registered trade mark (SS.94 and 95). In addition, the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
creates summary offences relating to the production, distribution, and sale of copyright
material, patented processes, registered designs, or close copies without authority. In addi-
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Despite this strengthening of criminal penalties, it seems likely that
counterfeiting will continue and the level of counterfeits available will
rise in the short term. This article outlines two reasons why this is so.
Firstly, enforcement of the existing laws is haphazard; resource
problems often dictate that no criminal prosecution is undertaken; and
actual penalties remain low. Secondly, evidential questions of
`authentication' - whether a particular item is or is not a counterfeit have become greatly complicated by the development of outsourcing
and the rise of parallel trading.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Despite significant increases in penalties for counterfeiting offences
introduced by the 1994 Trade Marks Act, enforcement remains
fragmented throughout England and Wales where three main types
of organisation are involved; companies or investigators retained by
them, industry associations, and Trading Standards Officers.
Trading Standards Officers (TSOs) are employed by city and county
councils. Their remit is the enforcement of consumer legislation
ranging from the sale of unsafe products and false advertising claims
to unfair credit agreements. As an agent for consumer protection, the
priorities of Trading Standards Authorities are sensitive to public
concerns. Since concern about counterfeiting is apparent only on
particular occasions (e.g. counterfeit toys in the period before
Christmas), only a handful of Trading Standards Authorities in areas
known for extensive counterfeiting production and sales have a
significant and regular involvement with anti-counterfeiting work.
Even in these areas, there are usually only one or two dedicated officers
who deal with counterfeiting issues. In 1997, local government
reorganisation created 27 new city councils, whose Trading Standards
Departments were staffed by splitting the departments of the authorities
they replaced. Most new Trading Standards Departments, with
responsibilities across the whole range of consumer protection work
but few staff, did not see anti-counterfeiting work as a priority. The

tion to criminal proceedings, all these Acts provide for civil remedies involving the seizure
and destruction of `infringing goods' and the payment of damages. Finally, the Proceeds of
Crime Act 1995, intended to enable the confiscation of the proceeds of crime from repeat
offenders convicted at Crown Court, is in principle applicable to counterfeiting cases
though we are not aware of any such cases where it has been used.
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sole exception was one new authority where the head of the
Department had a long track record of such work. We estimate that
fewer than 100 TSOs in England and Wales regularly perform anticounterfeiting work and the long term effect of local government
reorganisation may be to decrease this number even further, with a
consequent loss of the specialist skills and knowledge necessary to
`police' the problem.
It is difficult to track the amount of effort going into anticounterfeiting work, and the results. In general terms, the numbers of
prosecutions for offences under the Trade Marks Act have been
increasing, from 249 in 1995, the first full year of its implementation,
to 530 in 1998. However, it is far from clear that this represents a real
increase in action specifically against counterfeiting. Some of these
prosecutions would have been undertaken using provisions in other
acts for which national figures are not available. Our interviews with
TSOs revealed that most were content simply to seize `infringing goods'
using their powers in the earlier Trade Descriptions Act rather than
mount prosecutions under the Trade Marks Act. The Trade Descriptions
Act 1968 allows TSOs to undertake `voluntary seizures' of any goods,
including counterfeits, that infringe the Act. A `voluntary seizure' means
that the offerader agrees to hand over the goods in exchange for an
assurance that if he or she does so, there will be no prosecution. It is
however likely that the drafters of the Act envisaged this power being
applied to small numbers of defective goods rather than significant
quantities of counterfeits. Finally, one TSO described to us a
prosecution that had resulted in a conviction, followed by an appeal
from the defendant, where the council's legal costs had exceeded
£80,000. The local council then imposed budgetary restrictions that
meant no further prosecutions for counterfeiting were possible in that
financial year.
Other agencies involved in the investigation and prosecution of
counterfeiting included several trade organisations. Key organisations
here were FACT (Federation Against Copyright Theft, dealing with
videos), the BPI (British Phonographic Industries Ltd., dealing with
audio recordings), and ELSPA (European Leisure Software Publishers
Association, dealing with computer and other electronic games). These
bodies were funded by companies in the industry, had their own
investigation teams, and were able to act as expert witnesses in
prosecutions. FACT staff had the necessary information and skills to
determine whether a video was counterfeit, using both printed
information on the video label and electronic traces - `switch-head
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marks' - on the tape itself. BPI staff had access to copyright agreements
for member companies, printing details for CDs, audio tape and record
labels, and packaging; and records of the printing press identification
numbers used for particular production runs (legitimate presses have
unique identifying numbers known throughout the music industry).
All these organisations were involved in prosecutions, conducted
either privately (FACT retain a law firm to act on their behalf) or in
collaboration with TSOs and/or local police forces. They had achieved
significant results in terms of the seizure of goods and obtaining
convictions (for a discussion of FACT's success, see Vagg and Harris
1998). But two important points are worth making here.
Firstly, it is notable that trade organisations with a capacity for
investigation only existed in industries where co-operation between
major companies is well established. In the film industry, there has
been collaboration since 1948 when the Motion Picture Association
was founded with a remit to provide marketing information and cinema
audience figures to the industry as a whole. In the music industry, too,
companies compete to promote their own products but collaborate in
other ways, such as supporting music sales charts. In other sectors,
such as the garment industry, there is no such history of collaboration
between the major players and no industry-wide association capable
of investigating counterfeiting. The net result is that garment
counterfeiters stand a small chance of being detected compared with,
for example, CD counterfeiters. It is hardly surprising that garments
have become the largest single market for counterfeit goods over the
last decade.
Secondly, while maximum penalties may be high, actual penalties
for the minority who are convicted are comparatively small. We
scrutinised the cases of the 40 counterfeiters prosecuted in England
and Wales after investigation by the BPI in 1987 and 1997 (25 in 1987
and 15 in 1997). Of these, only four were female. Of the 40 individuals,
four - two in 1987 and two in 1997 - were prosecuted on two separate
occasions in the year, making 44 separate prosecutions in all (none
were prosecuted in both years). In only two cases, both in 1987, was
a prison sentence passed (nine months in one case; six months for 18
counts of counterfeiting, concurrent with four years on other matters,
in the second case - both cases occurred in 1987). Six further
individuals were given suspended prison centences, in three cases with
fines of between £1000 and £4000. Five received Community Service
Orders. Fines were used in a further 22 cases. In six cases fines were
£100 or less; the median was £200; and in three cases the fines were
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£ 1000 or more (£1000, £ 1750, and £21000). Fines at the median level
of £200 probably represent less than the profits from a single day's
trading for the counterfeiters. Six individuals received conditional
discharges from the courts and in two cases there were findings of not
guilty (in the last remaining case no sentencing information was
available).

EVIDENTIAL PROBLEMS

Fundamentally, counterfeiting exists because it is profitable. This is
not, however, the same as saying that anyone can do it. The production
of counterfeit designer shirts, for example, requires a range of
manufacturing, packaging, and distribution skills, plus access to labels
and stitching designs, that usually imply the involvement of a small
group or network of individuals working together. The key point to
understand here is that these are precisely the kinds of networks
involved in the production of legitimate goods, because most
production in the garment industry is outsourced. For example, one
multinational company we spoke to outsourced product design to one
company, and manufacture to a network of freelance agents who
located suitable subcontractors. In addition, the company's national
subsidiaries were free to buy in other designs for their local markets,
and contacted other agents to arrange manufacture. In consequence,
orders from the UK subsidiary might be placed with, say, an agent in
Portugal who then subcontracted the work to Brazil; and neither the
national subsidiary or the company's head office would have detailed
records of what factories had been involved.
Moreover, the skills used in copying garments are not confined to
counterfeiting because a common way to place an order is to provide
a sample of a garment that the subcontractor is expected to take apart
and copy. In short, the level of outsourcing, variations in garments
due to the use of different subcontractors, and the lack of documentation
in legitimate manufacture can make it difficult for a company to
respond to a request to determine whether a garment is legitimate or
counterfeit. Most of the TSOs we interviewed related incidents where
prosecutions had failed or been dropped due to the inability or
unwillingness of companies to reply to requests for authentication of
seized products. Meanwhile, the skills and networks common among
small manufacturers were conducive to counterfeit as well as legitimate
manufacture.
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Parallel trading, sometimes known as the `grey market', adds
another level of complexity to this picture. The `grey market' arises
because companies sell their products at different prices in different
countries. Several recent reports have noted price differentials between
the UK, US, and European countries of up to 40% for designer labels,
CDs, perfume and cosmetics, and even household appliances and
cars.3 A 40% margin enables entrepreneurs to buy goods wholesale
in, say, Belgium and sell retail in the UK, below the normal UK price
but nonetheless at a profit.
Under fair trade regulations within the EU, parallel trading is a legal
activity, though the recent `Silhouette' case placed lome limits on this
when goods were exported from and re-imported to the European
Union.4 However, and following through the implications of the
comments above on outsourcing, goods may become available in one
country that were originally destined for another. A UK subsidiary of
a garment company, for example, may then be asked to authenticate
a product originally designed by a German subcontractor, ordered by
a Belgian subsidiary, and produced in China via an agent in Malaysia
- and neither they nor the company's Belgian office would have
sufficient detailed records to make a decision. The case becomes even
more complicated when the product involved is not `officially' on sale
in the UK, because Trading Standards Officers must then approach
companies based in other countries for authentication.
For counterfeiters, the rise of parallel trading in recent years has the
advantage that any investigations can be countered by a claim that
the goods in question are parallel imports - a claim that can often be
disproved only after lengthy and expensive inquiries. And while
counterfeiters may use the parallel trading argument as a way of
confusing investigators, several TSOs were able to relate to us their
experiences of having been told by companies that products were
counterfeit, only later to discover that they were genuine parallel
Tor a selection of stories from different parts of the press on this issue see e.g. 'American Retail Goods Below UK Wholesale', Mail on Sunday, 24 August 1997; `30% Off',
Sunday Mirror, 31 August 1997; `British Consumers Being Ripped Off by US Designer
Labels', Sunday lïmes, 5 July 1998; `Britons Are Paying Higher Prices for Their CDs',
Independent, 2 July 1998.
4Silhouette, an Austrian company, sold 21,000 outmoded spectacle frames to Union
Trading in Sofia, Bulgaria in 1995. The frames were subsequently re-sold to Hartlauer, an
Austrian company specialising in low-priced goods. Silhouette had previously refused to
supply Hartlauer and sought a restraining order preventing the sale of the frames. The
subsequent legal argument tumed on whether, by supplying a company outside the EU,
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imports. In such cases the Trading Standards authorities can be sued
for loss of earnings and wrongful seizure - and in some cases have
been - while the company providing the faulty advice will normally
avoid any legal penalties. It is no surprise, then, that TSOs look very
carefully at allegations of counterfeiting being made by companies in
the fashion market before deciding whether or not to go ahead.
Despite the overall gloomy picture, there are some shining examples
of good practice. One sportswear company we contacted has a fulltime investigator who is extremely knowledgeable about his company's
products wherever they are made, and who has built up a solid
reputation among TSOs for supporting prosecutions and giving expert
testimony. Such individuals are unfortunately rare in a commercial
world where companies too often see anti-counterfeiting work as a
cost rather than an investment in their future.

CONCLUSIONS

While the Trade Marks Act 1994 increased penalties for counterfeiting,
law enforcement in this area in the UK remains haphazard. Companies
look to the bottom line: many are more concerned by the grey market
than the existence of counterfeits and even those most concerned about
counterfeiting devote tiny resources to the issue. Trading Standards
Authorities have other priorities, expertise has been eroded by local
authority restructuring in some parts of the country, and relationships
between companies and Trading Standards Authorities are often
difficult. Realistically, few counterfeiters are detected; increasingly
TSOs rely on voluntary seizures which mean that counterfeiters are
often able to rebuild their operations quickly; prosecutions are
Silhouette had exhausted its trade mark rights on the frames (in this case its right to
determine who should be authorised to sell them). In the original Austrian case it was
determined that Silhouette's trademark rights were so exhausted. In the subsequent European Court case, it was determined that member states cannot provide in domestic law for
trade mark rights to be exhausted due to their sale in another member country or outside the
EU, thus enabling Silhouette to claim a right to restrain Hartlauer from selling them. In
short, Silhouette were going to court to seek a declaration that parallel imports were not
legal, and obtained it (European Court case C-355/96, decided 16 July 1998). The case
created concern among supermarket chains in the UK, which had bought parallel imports to
make offers of cut-price fashion items to attract customers. And it created a scenario in
which genuine items acquired from the parallel import market could be seen as `counterfeit'
in as much as they were being sold without appropriate authority from the trade mark
owner and without regard to the owner's trade mark rights.
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hampered by the complexity of the evidence necessary to secure
convictions; and those who are convicted usually lose no more than a
day or two's profits in fines. There is every likelihood, then, that
counterfeiting will continue to increase in future.
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The police statistics published annually by the French Ministry of the Intertor are often
commented upon in terms of trends in crime. Now that other sources, such as victimisation
surveys and statistica on the work of public prosecutors' offices, are available, it has become
clear that these figures only cover a fraction of the offences susceptible of being recorded,
and at the same time, that the specific counting methods used for police statistics make it
difficult to compare them with other sources. This article offers an overview of how these
counts are developed and interpreted, rather than a detailed analysis of the statistics produced.

Council of Europe, European Sourcebook of Crime and Criminal Justice Statistics.
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The assessment of trends in crime and criminal justice has been a permanent concern of the
European Committee on Crime Problems (CDPC). In 1993 a group of specialist was created
to discuss `Trends in crime and criminal justice: statistics and other quantitative data on
crime and criminaljustice system'. In 1995 a draft model of the European Sourcebook was
published. The data in this publication cover the 1990-1996 period. The information was
gathered by use of a questionnaire in the summer of 1997. Each chapter is divided into four
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The fifth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice
Systems (1990-1994) elicited responses from nearly all European countries, the United
States and Canada. Due to the manner in which various nations gather and analyse statistics,
and the ensuing difficulty in comparing that data, a five-year lapse from data collection to
initial conclusions in international work is considered excellent.
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Kangaspunta, K., M. Joutsen and N. Ollus (Eds), Profiles of Criminal Justice Systems
in Europe and North America 1990-1994. Helsinki: Heuni, 1998.

This report is the result of an analysis of European and North American national responses
to the Fifth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operation of Criminal Justice
Systems (1990-1994). The working group has supplemented the responses with a large
amount of other data, in particular the data emerging from the mannnoth International Crime
Victims Survey (ICVS). This volume provides a national perspective on the data. It contains
profiles of 51 criminal justice systems in Europe and North America. Each basic profile
contains three parts. Part one provides background information on the structure and
development of the criminal justice system. Part two provides a basic set of data: selected
data on victimisation, offences reported to the police, sanctions imposed by the courts, prison
population, and personnel and resources. Part three is an attempt to see how various
demographic, economic and social factors can help to explain lome of the differences and
patter-ns detected in crime trends and the operation of criminal justice.

Maguire, K. and A.L. Pastore (Eds), Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1998
[online]. Available: http://www.albany.edu/sourcebook.htm.
This is the 26th annual Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics. It brings together in a
single volume American nation-wide data of interest to the criminal justice community. The
book bas the following sections: characteristics of the criminaljustice systems; public attitudes
toward crime and criminal justice-related topics; nature and distribution of known offences;
characteristics and distribution of persons arrested; judicial processing of defendants; and
persons under correctional supervision.
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the National Crime Victimization Survey. Washington, DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics,
1998.
Initiated in 1972, the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) is an annual sample
survey of households in the United States conducted by the Bureau of Justice Statistics
(BJS). All household members age 12 or over, or approximately 94,000 residents, are
interviewed twice a year about incidents in which they were the victims of a crime during
the previous six months. Intended for an audience that is not trained in statistics, this report
presents statistica] information in a non-technical format by using graphical displays of violent
crime trends which include the degree of precision of these estimates. In addition, it discusses
sampling; statistical significance; precision in the NCVS estimates; statistica) inference; and
sample size and precision.

Mayhew, P. and J.J.M. van Dijk, Criminal Victimisation in Eleven Industrialised
Countries: Key Findings from the 1996 International Crime Victims Survey. The Hague:
Ministry of Justice, WODC, 1997.

The International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS) is the most far-reaching programme of
fully standardised sample surveys to look at householders' experience of crime in different
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countries. The first ICVS took place in 1989, the second in 1992, and the third in 1996.
Surveys have been carried out in over 50 countries since 1989, including a large number of
city surveys in developing countries and countries in transition. This report deals with 11
industrialised countries that took part in the third sweep.

Savelsberg, J.J., Controlling violence: Criminaljustice, society, and lessons from the US.
Crime, Law and Social Change, 30(2), pp. 185-203, 1999.
This essay explores the lessons that developing nations can learn from US experience in the
fight against violence and crime. Abrief summary of trends in crime, criminaljustice policy,
and criminal punishment in the US over the past four decades is followed by an evaluation
of the dominant imprisonment strategy of the 1970s through 1990s. It is argued that the
benefits of the massive increase in criminal punishment have been few and that costs have
been excessive in terms of material, human, and social capital. Nonetheless, the American
experience provides inspiration.

Von Hofer, H., Nordic Criminal Statistics 1950-1995. Stockholm: Stockholm University,
1997.
In a joint Nordic project, criminal statistics from Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden
were compiled under the auspices of the Nordic Committee on Criminal Statistics (NUK)
and were published under the title Nordisk kriminalstatistik 1950-1980 in 1982. In December
of 1982, the first abbreviated version of this report in English was published. For this sixth
edition of the English version, the original data have been updated for the years up to and
including 1995 and now cover 46 years of Nordic crime statistics. This edition has also
been enlarged with data on drug offences, clearance rates, some data on criminal sanctions,
and on prison populations. To provide foreign readers with basis information on how the
crime picture is interpreted in the Nordic countries, short comments have been added to the
figures and graphs.
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